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Editors’ Note 
 
The 13th International Conference on “Sustainable Energy Technology” was held in 
the beautiful city of Geneva, Switzerland in 2014. The conference was organised by 
the HES-SO (University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland and the 
WSSET (World Society Sustainable Energy Technologies).  
 
A few papers have been selected on the basis of their merit, relevance and content. 
The organisers of the conference in cooperation with TMC Academic Journal have 
extended invitation to the authors of these papers to submit a revised version of their 
paper to TMC Academic Journal for this Special Issue on Sustainable Energy 
Technology. 
 
The five articles in the present issue deal with sustainability and energy efficiency 
from a variety of interesting perspectives.  The first paper deals with the efficiency of 
a photovoltaic thermal power module and reports encouraging results of boosting 
thermal and electrical efficiencies by 7% and 1.5% respectively. The second paper 
reports a pilot study of trends of electrical consumption in Botswana, identifying some 
key issues and parameters for more detailed future research.  The third article 
reminds us that dissipating heat and cooling operations are major consumers of 
energy and contrasts various techniques that may be applied to meet these tasks 
efficiently.  The penultimate paper tackles the difficult challenge of optimising energy 
systems and compares the relative merits of three approaches to real-time 
optimization.  Lastly, the final submission deals with the environmental and energy-
saving benefits of self-cleaning building facades. 
 
We are very pleased to introduce you the two guest editors: Dr. Grégory François 
and Dr. Jin Hu. Both are from University of Applied Science of Western Switzerland, 
Switzerland. We also extend our greetings to the following distinguished academics 
who are new members of the Review Committee of TMC Academic Journal: A/Prof. 
Dr. Lin Lu (HongKong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong), Ms. Eng L. Ofetotse 
(University of Reading, UK) and A/Prof. Dr. Tao Wu (The University of Nottingham, 
China). Our warmest congratulations go to all current and new reviewers. We are 
always thankful for the positive and overwhelming response of the academics who 
have been accepted to be our reviewers given their very tight working schedules.  
 
Always, our special thanks go to all members of the Advisory Board and the 
reviewers who have continuously assisted and supported me in many ways given 
their time constraint and other commitments.  
 
Lastly, our heartfelt appreciation goes to the management for their strong support for 
research initiatives, and the colleagues who have always shown interest in the 
journal. We look forward to receiving your manuscripts and constructive feedback for 
improvement. 
 
 
Dr. Huong Ha and Dr. C M H D Gill (Co-Editors in Chief) 
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Notes from the Guest Editors 
Since the beginning of the 20th century, there has been an unprecedented increase 
in the global consumption of energy. Energy, as well as water and food, is vital for the 
human mankind, and this increase is of course correlated to the major improvement 
of the life styles, mainly in developed and developing countries. The dark side is that 
most of the energy we are consuming is based on fossil resources, that is, mainly 
coal and oil. In addition, the increase of the energy consumption has become 
unstable while the fossil-fuel reserves are limited. It has been very recently predicted 
in (International Energy Agency, 2014) 1  that the global energy demand should 
increase by 40% in the 30 years to come, with an 80%-increase of the electricity 
demand over the same period. It is also expected that energy needs will still not be 
met everywhere, with, e.g., 530-million people living still without electricity in Sub-
Saharan Africa in 2040. Meanwhile, producing energy with fossil fuel, i.e. via 
combustion processes, typically leads to the massive generation of carbon dioxide, 
which, when released to the atmosphere, is deemed to be one of the main anthropic 
contributors to the climate change. Therefore, there is not much need to motivate the 
development of sustainable energy technologies, while increasing the performances 
of the standard energy systems with the ultimate goal of doing more and better with 
less. 
 
It is widely admitted that water and energy scarcities are among the biggest 
challenges our societies will have to deal with in the near future. The field of energy 
benefits from a main intrinsic advantage in that, contrary to the case of water, there 
are indeed alternatives to fossil fuel. Power can be produced from the wind, the sun, 
from water and even from wastes. There is also a tremendous potential in the fields 
of heat pumps, combined heat and power systems, fuel cells, … Since a major part 
of the energy consumption is dedicated to transportation and buildings (heating, 
cooling, air conditioning, …), energy savings, improvement of the energy 
performances, integration of renewables and any other sustainable developments in 
these two application domains are particularly welcome. On the other hand, 
innovative technological solutions have still to prove their economical performances. 
Economy is therefore a key stakeholder in the energy challenge, which cannot be 
considered without keeping in mind that the economy is correlated to the politics. 
 
In this context, there is a strong need for joining forces and developing forums where 
research scientists, people from the industry and from (non-)governmental agencies 
can exchange ideas and disseminate the latest developments in their respective 
energy-related activities. This is exactly the scope of the series of International 
Conferences on Sustainable Energy Technologies (SET, a multidisciplinary, peer-
reviewed international conference on sustainable energy sources and technologies). 
Since its creation in 2002, the SET conference has been organized every year in a 
different country, such as Portugal, UK, China, Chile, Canada, Turkey…, with the 
support of the World Society for Sustainable Energy Technologies. In 2014, the SET 
conference was organized in Geneva, Switzerland, by the University of Applied 
Sciences and Arts, Western Switzerland (HES-SO, www.hes-so.ch), and we, Dr. Jin 
Hu and Dr. Grégory Francois, had the honour to be among the leading members of 
the organization and international program committees.  
 
During the selection process, more than 340 abstracts were received, authored by 
more than 700 researchers coming from more than 40 countries. This led to about 
200 oral and poster presentations focusing on Renewable Energies, Energy 
Conversion, Energy Storage, Energy Technologies and Policies and Management. 

                                                
1 International Energy Agency. World Energy Outlook 2014. IEA Publications, Paris, 2014. 
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These five main topics were divided into a large number of parallel sessions (such as 
Chemicals and Materials, Energy and Buildings, Biofuels and Biomass, Energy and 
Cities, Energy and Economics, Modelling Control and Optimization, Solar Energy, 
Energy Storage and Recovery, Photovoltaics, Mass Transfer and Fluid Mechanics, …) 
highlighting thus the large diversity of the sub-topics induced by the breadth of 
disciplines in the field of energy. 
 
 According to the participants, the scientific level of the contributions of SET 2014 
was the highest since first SET conference in 2002. This motivated us for accepting 
the invitation we received from the Editors-in-Chief of the TMC Academic Journal to 
be guest editors, and to invite thus the authors of some of the most noticeable 
SET2014 contributions to submit their full-length articles for peer-review and potential 
publication in the special issue you have now in your hands. We would like, therefore, 
to thank the leading team of the TMC Academic Journal and especially Dr. Huong Ha 
for their invitation, their help and support and also, of course, for the opportunity they 
are giving to us to bring under the light the articles you will find hereafter.  
 
Three of the articles we have selected deal with energy technologies that are “Low 
and Medium Temperature Heat Source Exergy Analysis for Key process and 
Equipment in HVAC Plants”, “Real-Time Optimization of Energy Systems: Successful 
Application of Three Different Methods to Three Different Energy Systems in the 
Presence of Uncertainty and Disturbances” and “CFD simulation of rain water runoff 
from porous building façades for implementation of self-cleaning”. These articles deal, 
as indicated in their titles, with (i) Heating, Ventilation and Cooling and 
thermodynamics, (ii) Optimization of the operation of power production in the 
presence of modelling errors and disturbances (with application to fuel cells and 
airborne wind energy) and (iii) Computational fluid dynamics for the field of energy 
and buildings, respectively. The other three articles span three other key topics of the 
SET 2014 conference with “Simulation and Performance Evaluation of a Vacuum 
Insulated Hybrid Solar Photovoltaic/Thermal Power Module for Domestic Applications 
in South Africa” and “Identifying trends in domestic electricity consumption in 
Botswana” dealing with energy conversion and solar energy, with energy storage and 
savings and with policies and management of energy consumption, respectively. 
These articles illustrate well the diversity of the topics discussed during the SET 2014 
conference and we hope that you will enjoy reading them. 
 
Dr. Grégory François and Dr. Jin Hu (Guest Editors) 
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Abstract 

A flat-plate hybrid vacuum insulated Photovoltaic/Thermal (VIPV/T) solar 
power module has been graphically modelled and thermodynamically 
simulated under steady state conditions in Transient Systems Simulation 
(TRNSYS) software under the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather 
characteristics for five urban locations of Durban (29o57’S), Pretoria 
(24o44’S), Cape Town (33o58’S), Kimberly (28o44’S) and Upington (28o44’S) 
all of which lie in different latitudes in the republic of South Africa. The hybrid 
PV/T system converts radiant energy from the sun into both electric and heat 
energy simultaneously. The annual thermal and electrical performances have 
been assessed and in the overall assessment, the maximum overall 
efficiency of 32.8% (19.2% thermal and 13.6% electrical), solar fraction of 
85%, energy saving efficiency of 66% and the overall exergy efficiency of 
32% have been realised in Upington while the minimum values of these 
parameters were obtained in the Durban.  Parametric and sensitivity analysis 
performed on the collector inclination angle revealed an optimum value of 35o 
for all the locations at which the maximum outputs were obtained. An 
analysis of the thermal behaviour under the influence of the vacuum is 
extensively carried out and realised a mean increase in thermal and electrical 
efficiencies by 7% and 1.5% respectively.  

 

Key Words: Solar energy, Hybrid PV/T, vacuum insulation, water heating, domestic 
application 
 

1 INTRODUCTION  
The application of renewable energy in the republic of South Africa is projected to be 
above 50% by the year 2020 form the current 30% of the total energy generated 
(Howells, 1999). This is in line with the commitment to reduce greenhouse gas 
emission levels and environmental degradation caused by fossil fuel burning power 
generation plants, which account for 70%. Solar energy generation currently stand at 
7% but is also projected to surpass the 30% mark during the same period (Howells, 
1999). Most of this energy is for domestic applications and extensively generated 
using individual thermal collectors and photovoltaic panels. However, challenges 
such as low conversion efficiencies, mounting space restrictions and architectural 
disparities of modern buildings, have led to the development of hybrid Photovoltaic 
and Thermal (PV/T) systems which simultaneously generate electric power and 
thermal energy within the same unit.  

The PV cells are unable to fully absorb the solar radiation within the spectral 
range. Only 20% of solar radiation falling on the PV module is converted to electricity, 
while, the rest are either absorbed or reflected back to the atmosphere. This results 
in heat dissipation to the surrounding and raised temperatures which are undesirable 
for operation of PV modules. As the PV cell temperature rises, the electrical 
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efficiency is reduced; hence, the need for cooling mechanism in order to maintain 
electrical efficiencies at satisfactory levels (Da Silva et al., 2010). Electric power 
generation is given first priority in PV/T system applications, hence, they are 
characterised by low thermal efficiency compared to the conventional solar thermal 
collectors. Therefore, for hybrid PV/T systems to compete with the individual thermal 
systems, their thermal efficiencies need to be improved and one such intervention is 
the introduction of vacuum insulation to reduce radiative thermal losses. 

The aim of this study, is to evaluate the energy outputs and make comparison 
of efficiencies for VIPV/T and conventional (air insulated) PV/T for domestic 
application in different geographic locations in the republic of South Africa by way 
simulation. A simulation model developed in TRNSYS© program has been used to 
evaluate and compare the functional properties, thermal and electrical performance 
characteristics of a hybrid flat-plate VIPV/T and PV/T systems using temperatures 
and power flows. The model is subjected to the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) 
climatic data files for the five different cities under consideration. 
 
2 THE CONCEPT OF HYBRID PV/T TECHNOLOGY 
Hybrid PV/T system consist of a combination of PV and thermal units that generate 
thermal energy and electricity concurrently attaining a greater energy conversion 
capability of the captured sunlight. The thermal unit has provisions for circulating a 
heat removal fluid (air or water), in the process, cooling the PV unit (Kalogirou, 2001). 
The aspect of generation of both electricity and heat from solar radiation in 
comparison to conventional individual PV and thermal units is demonstrated in Figure 
1a. These systems are commonly made from Silicon PV units and metal plate heat 
removal elements having fluid-flow tubes attached, to prevent direct contact between 
the fluid and surface underneath the PV cells. The contact between the absorber 
plate and the PV unit bottom face permits conduction of heat and further transfer to 
the flowing fluid. The bottom of the absorber component and the module sides are 
lagged to prevent escape of heat to the surrounding atmosphere. Figure 1b shows a 
typical flat-plate PV/T water heater with a cut away section to expose the interior 
configuration.  

The performance of water based PV/T is typified by thermal and electrical 
efficiencies, which are functions of water temperature, flow rate, water flow channel 
profile and size, PV type, and varying climatic conditions (Zondag, et al., 2003). The 
PV/T systems may be thermosiphonic, which makes use of internal convective 
currents to continuously move the hot water from the heating element to the storage 
unit or pumped circulation system (Kalogirou, 2009). The later has been considered 
in this study because of greater flexibility and simplicity. The cut-away section of a 
typical hybrid PV/T extracted from Solimpeks corp (Solimpeks solar energy corp., 
2011) is shown in Figure 1b. 
 

               
(a) The solar conversion technology tree (b) Typical hybrid PV/T module cut-

away section showing Header and riser tubes  
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Figure 1: The concept of Hybrid PV/T technology 
 
Past and ongoing researches have recorded considerable gains in hybrid PV/T 
technology with regard to overall system’s efficiency improvement. These studies are 
related but not limited to the performance evaluation of different types of PV/T 
configurations, geometrical optimization, and operational parameters associated with 
the PV/T Design (Chow, 2003, Huang, et al., 2001, Tripanagnostopoulos , et al., 
2002), experimental (Elswijk, et al., 2004, Robles-Ocampo, et al., 2007, Joshi, et al., 
2009, (Chow, et al., 2006, He, et al., 2006), simulation and modelling studies 
(Bergene & Løvvik, 1995, Kalogirou & Tripanagnostopoulos, 2006, Da Silva & 
Fernandes, 2010, Chow, et al., 2003) have been done using different techniques, 
software and simulation tools resulting in a common trend of various useful 
outcomes. Numerous theories have been proposed; design configurations suggested 
and simulation results obtained as relevantly cited.  
 
Considerable amount of research and studies have been conducted on PV/T water 
heating systems as is evident in the review carried out by Oyieke & Inambao, (2013). 
However there are more opportunities and widespread areas of growth for this 
technology and further improvements, such as inclusion of vacuum or low pressure 
noble gases to replace PV cell encapsulations, with a view of improving module 
emittance and ensuring that the air is not oxidized or degraded can be done. 
Moreover, simulation and subsequent experimental validation studies of evacuated 
flat-plate PV/T collector is still an area that has not been adequately studied. There is 
currently no documented evidence on the use of such systems in the Republic of 
South Africa.  
 
3 VIPV/T SYSTEM MODELLING AND SIMULATION 
The hybrid VIPV/T system has been thermodynamically modelled and simulated 
under steady state conditions in Transient Systems Simulation (TRNSYS©) software 
using the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather characteristics for five urban 
locations namely; Durban (29o57’S), Pretoria (24o44’S), Cape Town (33o58’S), 
Kimberly (28o44’S) and Upington (28o44’S) situated on different latitudes in the 
republic of South Africa. The hybrid VIPV/T system is represented by a TRNSYS© 
model comprised of a combination of several components interlinked together by 
lines and arrows depicting the process and information flows. Each component is 
associated with a specific task and a combined effect of the components 
accomplishes the larger task for the whole system. For each connection, there are 
inputs, which must be accurately defined, inbuilt parameters activated to influence 
the behaviour of a component in a desired manner and the expected outputs.  
 
The components are defined by sets of mathematical expressions in the form of 
algebraic and differential equations solved using successive substitution (solver 0) 
when the simulation runs are performed. The solver allows for calculation of outputs 
from given inputs for each unit and passed as inputs to the other units for as long as 
there is no convergence but becomes tricky with systems having little or no 
capacitance and rapidly changing discrete states. These challenges are overcome by 
defining and increasing the number of iterations in the algorithm. On the other hand, 
there is an option for using Powell’s method (solver 1), which generates and solves 
an input-output matrix of simultaneous equations, however, this solver has difficulties 
with components involving fluid flows and internal storage (University of Wisconsin, 
2013). The modular approach strategy, involves solution of a larger problem by 
solving several smaller subsystem problems, thus provides high degree of flexibility. 
Joining part modules explicitly in the Simulation Studio environment constituted a 
TRNSYS assignment. Every single module is designated an arithmetic expression in 
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simulation engine having sets of corresponding proformas in Simulation Studio 
window with black-box explanations of components’ inputs, variables, outputs and 
feedbacks. The Simulation Studio generates a deck file, used as a manuscript input 
to the simulation engine. The schematic representation of the model is shown in 
Figure 2a. 

 
3.1 The TRNSYS© Model of VIPV/T System 
The active solar hot water heating system was preferred for this study because of its 
flexibility in location of the storage tank and improved aesthetics of the system. For 
an effective system even during winter, an auxiliary heat exchanger is included in the 
tank. The schematic diagram of the water loop active system used in the model is 
shown in Figure 2b. The water loop/thermal side of the model is somewhat contrived. 
The solar pump (Type 3b) circulates cold water (represented by the green line) from 
the storage tank (Type 4c) to the PV/T collector (Type 50d) array where it is heated. 
The hot water (represented by red line) then leaves the collector into the tank for 
storage and further to the hot water loads. The ON/OFF differential controller (Type 
2b) senses the set lower and higher limits of PV/T temperatures and triggers the 
solar pump accordingly. The controller also causes the tank to be emptied through 
the flow mixer (Type 11h), by a predefined load and is refilled by makeup water when 
it reaches a low volume limit. The storage tank is equipped with an auxiliary heater 
that carries the heating load when there is no sunshine.  
 
The schematic configuration of the electrical loop is presented in Figure 2c. The 
electrical power output from the PV/T (Type50) array is passed through the 
inverter/charge controller (Type48). This electrical output is compared by the 
inverter/charge controller with a predefined electrical load (set by a combination of 
Type14s, Type41 and an equation). The charge controller, depending on its settings, 
then determines whether the electrical generation should be used to meet the load or 
charge the battery (Type47). Types47 and 48 were used in matching modes i.e. the 
battery bank mode parameter and the inverter/charge controller mode parameters 
must be compatible with each other in order to give the desired outputs. It should be 
noted that, because the electric energy generation is given more priority in the PV/T 
system under consideration, the packing factor (PF) that is expressed as a 
percentage of the absorber plate area covered by the PV module is set to 100%. In 
practice, there are always DC and AC isolators installed in the system to allow for 
maintenance and any adjustments that may be required from time to time. However, 
for the purpose of simplicity of the simulation model and the fact that they are 
commonly manually operated, these components are not included. 
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Figure 2: The TRNSYS© PV/T model information and energy flow diagrams 

 
3.2 The PV/T Collector Model 
 
The hybrid PV/T consists of PV module as well as thermal collector. The priority is to 
generate electricity at near maximum rated efficiency as possible. This is enabled by 
circulating water to cool and absorb residual heat from the module. For performance 
assessment purposes, the two systems are considered separately and their 
combined effects evaluated. The parameters of the PV/T collector and system 
characteristics are presented in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: System characteristics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For simplicity 
of modelling, the exploded PV/T collector profiles and annotations are further shown 
in Figure 3. According to Zondag, et al., (2003), one-dimensional models achieve 
acceptable level of precision than the multifaceted ones when calculating the energy 
balance. The overall energy balance of the evacuated single glazed flat plate 
collector has the following components; the heat flow from the ambient air to the 
glass cover top surface, radiative heat flow between the glass surface and the PV 

Parameter Specification 
Collector area 6m2 
Collector slope 35o 
Storage tank capacity 150 litres 
Auxiliary capacity 2kw  
Hot water demand 150 (6 persons) 
Riser pipe diameter 15mm 
Header pipe diameter 22mm 
Absorber plate thickness 1mm 
Vacuum envelope thickness 30mm 
Insulation material on the back Fibre wool 
Insulation thickness 50mm 
Absorber plate – riser bonding  Weld 
Glazing Low iron glass 2.5mm 

(b) Thermal Loop 

(c) Electrical Loop 

(a) Schematic flow diagram of the model  
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cells top surface, conductive flow through the PV cell, adhesive and the thermal 
absorber, and finally convective flow from the absorber plate to the circulating fluid. In 
this regard, Da Silva & Fernandes, (2010) developed a transient model by upholding 
the principle of conservation of energy on each individual collector layers, the results 
of which are sets of non-linear transient first order differential equations. This has 
been adopted for this study and referring to Figure 3, the temperatures are denoted 
as T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, Tamb and Tsky according to the number of layers and temperature 
points considered, thus; 

      

 
 
Figure 3: Cross section of the absorber plate and fluid tubes configuration for 

thermal energy analysis 
 
Taking the energy balance for the glass cover we obtain, 
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 )     (     )     (  
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Where: Tamb and Tsky are the ambient air and sky temperatures respectively. 

The energy balance for the PV module is given by; 
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Where: G and    are the solar radiation and electrical efficiency respectively. 
 
The energy flow through the vacuum envelope is covered by the radiative component 
term and the value of C23 takes in to account the thermal resistance through the 
vacuum, while, the convective component is suppressed. 
 
The energy balance for the absorber plate is given by; 
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The energy balance for the absorber plate-tube contacts is given by; 
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Finally, the energy balance for the fluid flowing in the tubes is given by 

     
   
  

     (     )     (        )                                                                          ( ) 
 
Where Tfin and T5 are tube wall and the fluid mean temperatures respectively. T5 is 
given by;      

   
        

 
                                                                                                                                ( ) 

The parameters Cij and Kij are constants imposed for simplicity of the expressions 
and are independent of the temperatures. These properties were obtained from the 
collector geometric values, optical and heat transfer coefficients. Specifically, C11, 
C22, C25, C31, C41, and C51 are heat transfer constants which are functions of heat 
transfer coefficients, surface area and thickness of the respective layers; C12, C14, 
C23, and C32 are radiative constants which are functions of surface areas, emissivities 
and Stephan Boltzmann constants of respective material surfaces; C13, C33, C42, and 
C52 are constants for convective heat transfers and are functions of convective heat 
transfer coefficients and areas of respective surfaces. 

The overall efficiency    of the PV/T system is the sum total of the electrical 
efficiency     and thermal efficiency     given by; 
 
                                                                                                                                         ( )               

 
At steady state, the thermal efficiency     of a flat plate collector is expressed as the 
ratio of useful thermal energy, Qu to the total solar radiation G calculated by:  
 

     
  
 
                                                                                                                                        ( ) 

                                           
The actual useful thermal energy absorbed by the collector Qu is conveniently, 
expressed as a modified Hottel-Whiller–Bliss thermal energy equation which 
excludes the heat energy converted into electrical energy Qe as expressed in 
Equation 3. 
 
        [ (  )    (     )    ]                                                                                ( )                                                                                                           

 
Where,  

                                                                                                                                               (  )                                 
 
Where Ac is the collector area,   is the transmittance of glazing cover,   is the 
absorptance of the glazing cover, UL is the overall thermal loss coefficient; Ti and Ta 
are inlet water and ambient air temperatures respectively. FR is the heat removal 
factor, defined as: 
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)+                                                                                                      (  ) 

 
Where F’ is the fin efficiency factor of the collector and varies with the type of working 
fluid used, for water it is expressed as: 
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Where W is the separating distance between the central axes of the tubes, De and Di 
are the external and internal diameters of the tubes respectively as shown in Figure 
5,   is the absorber plate thickness, Cb is the bond conductance between the tube 
and the fin; hw is the heat transfer coefficient of water; and F is the fin efficiency 
expressed as: 
 

  
    {√(     )(      )}

√(     )(      )
                                                                                  (  ) 

                                                                                                                                             
Where k is the thermal conductivity of the fin 
  
The PV is modelled according to the maximum electrical power dissipated expressed 
as a product of current I and voltage V at maximum values as follows: 
 
                                                                                                                                        (  ) 

 
Electrical efficiency of the PV cell on the other hand, is defined as the ratio of 
maximum electrical power output to the incident light power expressed as: 
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Where A = area of the PV cell (m2) 
 
Duffie (Duffie & Beckman, 2013) formulated an expression which implies that 
electrical efficiency of PV cell is monotonically decreasing affine function of the 
temperature. This implies that, when the temperature increases the efficiency 
reduces. 
To demonstrate this, effect of temperature on the PV efficiency thus written as: 
 
         (        )                                                                                                         (  ) 

 
Where        is the efficiency of the PV collector at the reference temperature (Tref),   
is the temperature coefficient of PV efficiency at reference conditions taken as -
0.0045 (normally a negative quantity), and TPV is the temperature of PV module. 
Therefore a reduction in temperature, results in an increase in electrical efficiency the 
PV module, as well as taking advantage of the resulting thermal energy to heat water 
for domestic or industrial applications. This constitutes the concept of a hybrid PV/T 
system.  
  
The overall energy efficiency encompasses thermal and electric energy quality 
difference by converting low quality heat energy into the comparably high quality 
electrical energy using the theory of Carnot cycle. The total sum of the thermal and 
electrical exergy efficiencies gives the overall exergy efficiency expressed as: 
 
                                                                                                                       (  ) 

                                               
Where  c is the ideal Carnot efficiency formulated by Kalogirou, et al., (2006) as: 
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Where to and ta are the outlet water and ambient temperature from the PV/T. 
 
The Solar fraction is defined as the fractional ratio of primary energy saving that a 
PV/T system can obtain to the overall energy demand (Tripanagnostopoulos , et al., 
2002), and is expressed as:  
 

  
 

 
(
           

    
 
           

    
)                                                                                        (  )                      

 
Where, QL,t and Qaux,t are the overall thermal load and auxiliary heat required 
respectively; QL,e and Qaux,e are the total electrical load and auxiliary electricity 
needed respectively.  
 
The principle of primary energy saving efficiency was evaluated according to Huang , 
et al., (2001), as a parameter that takes into account energy quality difference 
between heat and electricity. This is expressed as: 
 
   

  
         

                                                                                                                      (  ) 

                                                    
Where:  pgen is the electrical power generation efficiency for a conventional power 
plant, usually considered to be 0.38.  
 
3.3 The Tank Model 
 
The tank plays an integral role in the performance of the system by storing thermal 
energy when the hot water is not immediately used or preserved for the non-
sunshine hours and must be able to guard against heat losses. In some instances, 
an auxiliary heating element may be incorporated to compensate and provide 
thermal energy in the absence of sunlight; therefore, a proper choice of the 
appropriate type is inevitable. A hot water stratified tank type is chosen for this study 
due to its simplicity in construction and less costliness making it most preferred for 
domestic solar hot water systems. This storage tank is modelled using type4 
characterized by variable inlets, equal volumes of fully mixed segments/nodes with 
uniformly distributed top, bottom and axial wall losses. The water flow inside the tank 
is assumed to be unidirectional; this is true for most parts of the tank except for the 
inlet and outlet portions.  

The model developed by Cruickshank, (2009) was adopted for analysis of energy 
balance across the boundary layers of tank. Referring to Figure 4, numerical 
expression for the energy balance for the ith node can be derived as shown in 
equation 21 and applied for each node to obtain their respective temperature 
distributions. 
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Figure 4: Thermal energy distribution on the ith node of tank 

 
 
The energy balance for the ith node of the tank can thus be written as; 
 

    
   
  
  
(    )    
       

(        )   
(    )    
       

(       )   (  )    (       )

   ̇              ̇                ̇           ̇        
   ̇           
    ̇                                                                                  (21) 

 
Where,  ̇   ,  ̇     ,  ̇     ,  ̇       are the water flow rates up, down, in and out of 
the tank respectively; Ac,i and As,i are the cross-sectional and surface area of node i 
respectively; k and Δk are the tank fluid thermal and de-stratification conductivities 
respectively, Ui is the node heat loss coefficient per unit area; Ti+1 , Ti , Ti-1 ,      , 
       and Tamb are the temperatures located below, at and above node i, the inlet 
and outlet water and the ambient respectively; and Δxi+1→i and Δxi-1→i are the distance 
between centres of node i and the adjacent nodes, respectively. 
 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The TRNSYS model has been developed, into which the system’s operational, 
geometrical and meteorological parameters can be inserted and simulation runs 
performed. This model is used to analyse the performance of the hybrid Vacuum 
Insulated Photovoltaic/Thermal (VIPV/T) and normal glazed Photovoltaic/Thermal 
(PV/T) under varying climatic conditions of five different locations in the Republic of 
South Africa. A parametric study conducted on the influence of collector slope on the 
thermal and electrical efficiencies revealed that, for all the locations considered, the 
optimum collector slope for maximum power output efficiencies is 35o. This angle is 
further adopted for simulation of the systems’ performance and a comparison is drawn 
between the two systems in terms of annual energy outputs and efficiencies.  
 
 
 
4.1 Annual Energy Performance 
The annual energy performance results are presented in Table 2 from which it can be 
revealed that, the highest global solar radiation is experinced at Upington where 
there is also the highest useful thermal energy generated for both systems but lowest 
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auxiliary energy required. This is attributed to the high ambient temperatures in the 
region, which result in low thermal energy transferred to water in addition to low hot 
water demand as implied in the thermal energy to water column. However, the 
highest electrical power is generated in this region. Durban experiences the lowest 
annual solar radiation, which translates into low useful thermal energy and electrical 
energy. But, the auxiliary energy required is largely low; this is attributed to the highly 
humid climate and high ambient temperatures. The water flow rates are regulated 
according to the prevailing water and PV cell temperatures: an increase or decrease 
in the mentioned temperatures results in a corresponding increase or decrease in 
flow rates as the case may be, to maintain the efficiencies and energy outputs at 
optimum levels.  

Table 2: Comparison of the annual energy perfomance of the hybrid VIPV/T and 
PV/T systems 

Location  Cape 
Town 

Durban Kimberley Pretoria Upington 

Latitude  33o 58’S 29o 57’S 28o 44’S 24o 44’S 28o 44’S 
Solar Radiation 
IColl  
(MWm-2) 

 
7775.47 6590.25 8225.93 8043.69 9055.71 

Useful Thermal 
Energy Qu (MJ) 

PV/T 7825.47 6512.42 8811.07 8392.47 9792.32 
VIPV/T 8367.18 6970.54 9394.64 9005.33 10444.1 

Auxiliary 
Thermal Energy 
QAux (MJ) 

PV/T 5494.2 3481.9 4288.6 5370.6 3154.6 
VIPV/T 2082.64 1133.05 1546.81 1838.43 1109.76 

Thermal Energy 
to Water QDHW 
(MJ) 

PV/T 6277.6 4120.35 5164.8 6204.29 4121.79 
VIPV/T 21660.81 12013.28 16400.33 19276.73 12128.39 

Electrical Power 
(Kwh) 

PV/T 1621.98 1364.76 1742.57 1702.4 1966.93 
VIPV/T 3532.97 2971.48 3797.1 3709.813 4285.58 

 
4.2 Effect of Vacuum Insulation on Energy Performane of PV/T 
To demonstrate the effect of vacuum insulation on energy performance of the PV/T, 
the percentage difference of the respective energy outputs are presented in Table 3. 
The useful thermal energy is improved by between 6.7% - 7.3%, the auxiliary thermal 
energy is massively reduced by between 62.1% - 67.5%, this implies a big amount of 
saving and increase in solar fraction as is demonstrated in the next section. The 
thermal energy transferred to hot water is increased in the range of 281.5% - 335.1% 
and the electrcial power increased by 117% in all the locations. The vacuum 
insulation suppresses the convective losses through the top of the module, hence 
limiting the losses to only radiative mode. This indicates that, the heat retention and 
water heating capability of the module is enhanced. In general, it can be deduced 
that the vacuum envelop inclussion increases the thermal performance of the PV/T 
module depending on the location of use. Whereas, the energy output is increased, 
the auxiliary energy required is significantly reduced. 

 

 

 
Table 3: Percentage difference in annual energy outputs of the hybrid VIPV/T 

and PV/T systems 
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4.3 Annual Performance Efficiencies 
Table 4 shows the annual efficiency results for the respective locations. The 
maximum electrical efficiency  of PV module at reference temperature of 25oC was 
set to be 15%, which is the average rating for most silicon cells. This value is often 
not fully achievable due to te unpredictable weather patterns at different locations, 
however, there must be appropriate measures in place to ensure the PV module 
operates around this level. With packing factor (PF) set to 1.0, the efficiencies ranges 
realised are as follows; electrical efficiency varies between 12.6% to 13.60%, thermal 
efficiency, 17.6% to 19.2%, overall efficiency of 30.2% to 32.8%, overall exergy 
efficiency of 29.7% to 32%, solar raction of 38.5% to 85% and energy saving 
efficiency of 65.2% to 68.9%. In the overall assessment, the PV/T system performs 
best in Upington due to the high solar radiation levels, and poorest in Durban. The 
solar fraction or contribution as is refered to by some authors is an indicator of the 
proportionate amount of hot water load taken care of by the solar energy. As can be 
seen in the results of Kimberly, Upington and Durban, the auxiliary energy reduces to 
near zero between june and october during which the corresponding solar fraction is 
100%. The higher the useful energy extracted from the PV/T system, the higher the 
thermal efficiency which implies that the hot water load can be adquately met 
depending on the demand as this varies for different locations. 

 
4.4 Effect of Vacuum Insulation on Efficiency of the PV/T 
The thermal efficiencies for VIPV/T vary from a low of 17.57% in Durban to a high of 
19.18% recorded at Upington as summerized in Table 4. The solar fraction is at 85% 
compared to 23.47% for PV/T. This shows how much energy is contributed by the 
solar energy, which reflects on the reduction of auxiliary energy requirements. While 
the electrical efficiecy for respective locations are barely changed.  

Table 5 demonstrates the influence of the vacuum insulation on the efficiencies of the 
PV/T. The thermal efficiency is improved by between 6.7% - 7.3%, electrical 
efficiency marginally increased by between 1.5% - 4.4%, overall efficiency improved 
by about 3.2% - 4.2%, Solar fration massively  incresed by between 208.5% - 
266.7%, overall exergy efficiency is increased by between 4.6% - 5.7%, while energy 
saving efficiency is reduced by between 2.1% - 5%. this decrease is attributed to the 
marginal change in electrical efficiency, due  to the fact that higher temperatures are 
experienced with this option than the conventional PV/T option. However, to 
overcome the temperature challenges on electrical efficiency, high degree of 
monitoring and control is required.  

In summarry, the different climatic condition of locations chosen for analysis has 
given varying performances, but most notably, in summer, coastal cities of Durban 
and Cape Town climates are characterised by high solar intensity with low direct and 
high diffuse radiation due to high humidity while in winter, low solar intensity but clear 

Location % Change in 
Useful Thermal 

Energy  
(∆Qu ) 

% Change in 
Auxiliary 
Thermal 
Energy  
(∆QAux ) 

% Change 
in Thermal 
Energy to 

Water  
(∆QDHW)  

% change 
in 

Electrical 
Power  
(∆ Pelec) 

Cape Town 6.92 -62.09 335.05 117.82 
Durban 7.04 -67.46 281.56 117.73 
Kimberley 6.62 -63.93 307.54 117.90 
Pretoria 7.30 -65.77 300.70 117.92 
Upington 6.66 -64.82 284.25 117.88 
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skies due to low humidity implying less diffuse and higher direct radiation. This fact 
justifies the low efficiencies obtained in these areas as opposed to inland locations of 
kimberly, Pretoria and Upington. 

Table 4: Comparison of annual efficiencies of the hybrid VIPV/T and PV/T 
systems 

Location  Cape 
Town 

Durban Kimberley Pretoria Upington 

Thermal Efficiency 
(ηth) % 

PV/T 16.73 16.42 17.80 17.34 17.97 
VIPV/T 17.89 17.57 18.99 18.61 19.18 

Electrical Efficiency 
(ηe) % 

PV/T 12.52 12.43 12.71 12.70 13.03 
VIPV/T 12.78 12.62 12.93 12.95 13.60 

Overall Efficiency 
(ηo) % 

PV/T 29.25 28.85 30.51 30.04 31.00 
VIPV/T 30.67 30.19 31.92 31.56 32.78 

Solar Fraction (f) % PV/T 12.48 15.49 16.96 13.44 23.47 
VIPV/T 38.50 56.80 56.80 46.30 85.00 

Energy Saving 
Efficiency (E) % 

PV/T 73.17 73.99 69.91 71.67 71.01 
VIPV/T 68.86 68.02 65.20 65.93 65.95 

Overall Exergy (ξo) % PV/T 29.20 28.80 30.47 30.00 30.97 
VIPV/T 30.43 29.73 31.58 31.09 32.04 

 
Table 5: Percentage difference in annual efficiencies of the hybrid VIPV/T and 

PV/T systems 
Location % Change 

in Thermal 
Efficiency 

(∆ηth)  

% Change in 
Electrical 
Efficiency 

(∆ηe)  

% 
Change 

in Overall 
Efficienc
y (∆ηo)  

% 
Change 
in Solar 
Fraction 

(∆f)  

% Change 
in Energy 

Saving 
Efficiency 

(∆E)  

 % 
Change 

in Overall 
Exergy 

(∆ξo)  
Cape Town 6.93 2.08 4.17 208.49 -4.40 4.90 
Durban 7.00 1.53 3.22 266.69 -4.98 4.67 
Kimberley 6.69 1.73 3.64 234.91 -4.52 4.63 
Pretoria 7.32 1.97 3.63 244.49 -4.85 5.07 
Upington 6.73 4.37 3.48 262.16 -2.08 5.73 

 
The inclusion of vacuum insulation envelope between the PV cells and the glazing 
positively influences the thermal performance while the electrical performance 
marginally remains the same. An increase of above 6.65% has been realised by this 
option. The need for PV cell encapsulation can be eliminated by this option since the 
degradation rates are reduced due to less or no contact at all with the air and 
impurities; however, a lot of attention to the excessive elevation of operating 
temperatures. In order to regulate the excessive rise in temperatures, the differential 
controller ensures that the switching on/off of the circulating pump is in sync with the 
tank and the collector temperatures so as to automatically control the flow rates 
accordingly. Consequently, the sensitivity analysis revealed an optimum flow rate of 
15 litres per hour on a clear sunny day, which is low enough to allow thermosiphonic 
mode of circulation. 
 
The hybrid VIPV/T delivered an average daily hot water temperature of 75oC in all the 
five locations for all the seasons, this shows that there are prospects for domestic 
applications. The energy performance of the VIPV/T in Cape Town and Pretoria is 
moderate and characterized by high auxiliary heating requirements and solar energy 
can only account for as low as 7% and 11% respectively in winter months and a high 
of 16.5% and 15.5% respectively in summer as seen in Figures 5 and 6. Better 
performance is achieved in the winter than summer months for in Kimberley, Upington 
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and Durban as seen in Figures 7, 8 and 9. This is due to the clear sky and low 
humidity conditions experienced during winter resulting in high direct radiation falling 
on the collector surface and low diffuse components. Less auxiliary heating is required 
since all the hot water needs can be met by solar energy. This is evidently shown by 
the period of 100% solar fraction. In summer the hot water demand goes low due to 
high ambient temperatures. Considering the thermal and electrical load profiles taken 
for a domestic residence with an occupancy of six people, the 150 litre stratified 
storage tank is able to keep the water hot water for upto seven hours when not in use.  
 

      

            
 

Figure 5:  The Monthly Variation of Energy and Efficiencies of the VIPV/T 
System for Cape Town 
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Figure 6:  The Variation of Monthly Energy and Efficiencies of the VIPV/T 
System for Pretoria 

 

      

       
 

Figure 7:  The Variation of Monthly Energy and Efficiencies of the VIPV/T 
System for Kimbeley 
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Figure 8:  The Variation of Monthly Energy and Efficiencies Of the VIPV/T 
System for Upington 

      

  
 
Figure 9:  The Variation of Monthly Energy and Efficiencies of the PV/T System 

for Durban 
 
4.5 The Temperature Variation in the Tank 

 
The stratified hot water storage tank is simulated as fully mixed with two variable inlets 
at the bottom and one auxiliary heating element located in the topmost node, where, 
the hot water outlet is also located. The initial temperature of the water is set to 20oC, 
which is the mean temperature of the municipal water mains at the inlets. The 
variation of the water temperatures across the tank nodes with auxiliary heating is 
shown in figure 10a, from which, it can be seen that in the non-sunshine hours i.e. 
between 00.00 – 1:00 hours, the auxiliary heater is triggered to heat the topmost node 
to about 60oC and stops in anticipation of the water draw to load. When the sun rises 
and solar radiation sets in at around 8.00hours, the temperatures of other nodes starts 
rising due to continuous solar heating until the peak is reached at around 16:00 hours. 
Without auxiliary heating, Figure 10b, the temperatures start to rise steadily at about 
8:00 hours when the sun rises and peaks at 16:00 hours when the intensity reduces 
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as it approaches sunset. The highest temperatures attained with and without heating 
are 90.1oC and 85.97oC respectively. There is a time lag of about 1 ¾ hours between 
the top most and the bottom most nodes to reach a given temperature and a 
temperature difference of about 12oC There is high temperature concentration on the 
top because of the location of the hot water inlet at the top side while cold water inlet 
at the bottom. In addition to that, the auxiliary heater is also located close to the top 
node, heating the top first before mixing takes place with the adjacent nodes.  
 

          
(a) With Axiliary Heating                                (b) Without Auxiliary Heating 

 
Figure 10: Hot Water Temperature Distribution in the Tank 

 
4.6 Economic Analysis 
A simple economic analysis of the hybrid PV/T system has been carried out in 
TRNSYS©, considering the initial capital costs of the collectors plus balance of 
systems (BOS) and other parasitic costs. The period of analysis is considered to be 
20 years equivalent to the life of the system and all the procurement and purchases 
is by cash. Operating, maintenance and opportunistic costs are considered to be 1% 
of the initial cost and are estimated annually, subjected to discount and inflation rates 
of 6% and 5% respectively. A depreciation cost of 5% of the prevailing value is also 
considered. The cost of electricity for domestic customers is considered to be 
12c/kwh while the cost of diesel fuel is R13.00 based on the current prevailing rates, 
however, a government subsidy of 50% is also currently offered to solar thermal 
systems. Life cycle costs analysis revealed a payback period of around 8 years, 
savings on electricity of 80% and thermal energy of 48.8%. With these results, the 
hybrid VIPV/T is a viable option for domestic applications in South Africa, worth 
considering. 

 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The findings of this study has demonstrated that the vacuum insulated hybrid solar 
PV/T (VIPV/T) power module can conveniently serve and replace a conventional 
PV/T in a residential premise of six occupants. The two systems have been 
simulated with same geometrical properties and climatic conditions and their results 
compared.   The system comprised of 6m2 hybrid PV/T flat-plate collector producing 
electricity and hot water for a six (6) persons’ family residence, water storage (150l 
tank), electrical energy storage (though a bigger percentage is used directly) and 
thermal and electrical loads respectively. The thermal and electrical performances for 
the five locations have been assessed demonstrating some interesting outcomes. 
The VIPV/T energy outputs and efficiencies are compared with those of normal PV/T 
without vacuum insulation. In the overall assessment of the influence of the vacuum 
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insulation, there is an increase in thermal efficiency by 6.99%, electrical efficiency 
2.33%, overall efficiency 3.63%, solar fraction 243.35%, overall exergy efficiency 
32.04% while a decrease in energy saving efficiency of 4.17%.  The VIPV/T offers a 
more robust system with reduced optical losses by reflection and low emissivity when 
the PV cell encapsulation is eliminated and only one layer of glazing is retained. It 
makes economic sense to invest in the VIPV/T as it has a payback period of 8% 
same as conventional PV/T with enhanced performance while Parametric and 
sensitivity analysis performed revealed an optimum collector inclination angle of 35o 
for all the locations considered in the republic of South Africa at which the maximum 
outputs were obtained. The TRNSYS model developed in this study goes a long way 
to offering a universal prefeasibility platform for implementation of both the PV/T and 
VIPV/T systems in the current state of high electricity costs in the country for 
domestic house hold depending on their consumption load profiles. 
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Abstract 
 

In practice, the quest for the optimal operation of energy systems is complicated 
by the presence of operating constraints, which includes the need to produce the 
power required by the user, and by the need to account for uncertainty. The 
latter concept incorporates the potential inaccuracies of the models at hand but 
also degradation effects or unexpected changes, such as, e.g. random load 
changes or variations of the availability of the energy source for renewable 
energy systems. Since these changes affect the optimal values of the operating 
conditions, online adaptation is required to ensure that the system is always 
operated optimally. This typically implies the online solving of an optimization 
problem. Unfortunately, the applicability and the performances of most model-
based optimization methods rely on the quality of the available model of the 
system under investigation. On the other hand, Real-time optimization (RTO) 
methods use the available online measurements in the optimization framework 
and are, thus, capable of bringing the desired self-optimizing control reaction. In 
this article, we show the benefits of using several RTO methods (co-) developed 
by the authors to energy systems through the successful application of (i) “Real-
Time Optimization via Modifier Adaptation” to an experimental solid oxide fuel 
cells (SOFC) stack, of (ii) the recently released “SCFO-solver” (where SCFO 
stands for “Sufficient Conditions of Feasibility and Optimality”) to an industrial 
SOFC stack, and of (iii) Dynamic RTO to a simulated tethered kite for renewable 
power production. It is shown how such problems can be formulated and solved, 
and significant improvements of the performances of the three aforementioned 
energy systems are illustrated. 

 

Key Words: real-time optimization, energy systems, RTO, renewable power production. 
 

1  INTRODUCTION 

In a world of increasing competition and emerging energy crisis, operating energy 
systems optimally is a must. This is particularly true for the most innovative devices or 
for renewable energy systems, since most need to prove that the higher investment 
costs can be compensated by higher operating performances.  Standard approaches 
for determining the optimal operating conditions consist of solving a model-based 
optimization problem, for which a model of the system must be available. Many 
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schemes are available in the literature that can provide the optimal values of the 
degrees of freedom for a given model under given experimental conditions. In practice 
however, the available models for industrial energy systems are often inaccurate for 
two main reasons: 

1. Model parameters are generally computed to a confidence level,  
2. Some phenomena can be unknown or neglected.  

Also, even a structurally correct model, with accurate parameters may become 
incorrect with time, as the real system it mimics faces real-time disturbances, 
degradation, and many other unexpected (and thus un-modeled) events/phenomena. 
Thus, solving a model-based optimization problem is not sufficient for real-life 
applications and leads to sub-optimal performance, or worse, to potential violations of 
the operating constraints. 
 
Hence, there is clearly a need for methods that are capable of rejecting the effect of 
all the aforementioned sources of uncertainty, while enforcing the satisfaction of 
operating constraints. This is exactly the scope of Real-Time Optimization (RTO) 
methods. RTO was first applied in the chemical industry more than 30 years ago. This 
is because, until recently, optimization techniques were only applicable to slow 
processes due to the heavy computational load. This is no longer the case and, 
generally speaking, optimization methods are now considered as viable technologies 
(Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004 ; Rotava & Zanin, 2005). On the other hand, RTO has 
been rarely applied to industrial energy systems despite its undeniable potential.  
 
Optimization of energy systems under uncertainty is, however, quite an active 
research field. This led to a massive number of publications that were reviewed 
recently (Zeng, Cai, Huang & Dai, 2011). In (Zeng et al., 2011) the authors distinguish 
classical model-based methods, for which uncertainty is discarded, from “Inexact 
Optimization Modeling”, that is, Optimization with inexact models. They mainly list 
methods from the field of artificial intelligence (fuzzy mathematical programming), 
stochastic approaches and interval analysis. The common point of these three 
families of methods is their conservative nature. By focusing on the risk of violating 
constraints, many researchers choose robust approaches whereby uncertainty is 
considered typically by “worst-case” design or in the expected sense. This leads to the 
introduction of safety margins, and thus, of conservatism. When measurements are 
used, i.e. with RTO methods, this conservatism can be massively reduced, if not fully 
removed. 
 
The benefits of using RTO for energy systems have been discussed very recently 
(Serralunga, Mussati & Aguirre, 2013). Their five main arguments for a wider use of 
RTO methods for heat and power systems are the following:  

(i) RTO can handle changes in steam demand, price of electric power 
(potentially fast and frequent according to grid demands in deregulated 
markets),  

(ii) It can counteract the effect of changes in boiler and turbine efficiencies,  
(iii) The fast dynamics of most energy systems allow the use of steady state 

models,  
(iv) The resulting steady-state optimization problems can be solved with a 

period of the order of minutes instead of the typical hours.  
(v) The authors claim that the online use of steady state RTO methods can 

avoid the use of an advanced control layer with, e.g., model-predictive 
control.  
 

From the authors‟ viewpoint, the four first aforementioned reasons are valid. On the 
other hand, for the most innovative energy systems, the presence of an appropriate 
advanced control scheme can be compulsory. This is the case for energy systems for 
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which optimization at steady state is insufficient to guarantee the stability of the 
system during the transient phase to steady state, for instance for fast and unstable 
dynamical systems. Meanwhile, another good reason to apply RTO to energy 
systems lies in the capacity of some of the most recent RTO techniques to reject not 
only the effect of parametric uncertainty (such as  (ii)) and of disturbances (such as 
(i)), but also the effect of structural plant-model mismatch. 
 
Probably the most intuitive and popular family of techniques in the industry are the 
two-stage (Marlin & Hrymak, 1997) (aka “two-step”) approaches (RTO-TS). RTO-TS 
uses the difference between the output measurements and the corresponding model 
predictions to adapt the model parameters, with the updated model being used to 
repeat the optimization. Although appealing, it has been shown that these techniques 
are not capable of rejecting the effect of structural plant-model mismatch (Marchetti, 
Chachuat, & Bonvin, 2009), unless very stringent model adequacy conditions are met 
(Forbes & Marlin, 1996). Recently, it has been proposed to update the model 
differently. Instead of adjusting the model parameters iteratively, measurement-based 
correction terms are iteratively added to the cost and constraint functions of the 
optimization problem. The technique, labeled RTO via modifier adaptation (RTO-MA), 
forces the modeled cost and constraints to match the plant values (Marchetti et al. 
2009; Gao & Engell, 2005). The main advantage of RTO-MA compared to the RTO-
TS lies in its ability to converge to the true plant optimum, even in the presence of 
structural plant-model mismatch (Marchetti et al. 2009). Both families are referred to 
as explicit methods as they rely on the repeated solving of a model-based 
optimization problem, but they differ on how measurements are used to reject the 
effect of uncertainty and model mismatch. In contrast, implicit methods, such as 
extremum-seeking control (Ariyur & Krstic, 2003; Guay, Moshksar & Dochain, 2014), 
self-optimizing control (Skogestad, 2000) and NCO tracking (Francois, Srinivasan, & 
Bonvin, 2005), propose to adjust the degrees of freedom on-line in a control-inspired 
manner, by, e.g., forcing the necessary conditions of optimality of the real system to 
be satisfied. 

 
The goal of this article is to further illustrate the potential benefits of RTO methods for 
the optimization of energy systems under changing conditions, parametric uncertainty 
and disturbances, but also in the case of structural plant-model mismatch. Since, 
practically speaking, solving an optimization problem for uncertain or badly modeled 
processes might seem to be obscure, we first show how these problems are 
formulated in the general setting. Then, we show how this can be done in the context 
of energy systems in an application-oriented manner. Three methods (co-)developed 
by the authors and their coworkers as well as three examples are considered: (i) 
RTO-MA (Marchetti et al., 2009) and (ii) the recently released open-source “SCFO-
solver” (Bunin, Francois & Bonvin, 2013), and (iii) dynamic RTO (Costello, Francois & 
Bonvin, 2013). Successful application of RTO-MA is reported for the optimization of a 
6-cell experimental SOFC stack (Bunin, Wuillemin, Francois, Nakajo, Tsikonis & 
Bonvin, 2012), and new results are given for the successful application of the SCFO 
solver to a 2-cell industrial SOFC stack. Also, application of dynamic RTO to a 
simulated tethered kite for power production is discussed (Costello et al. 2013), with 
ongoing experimental application. The latter example underlines that RTO for fast and 
unstable dynamical systems must be combined with an advanced control scheme. 
The latter enforces online stability while RTO, performed at a lower frequency, leads 
to a progressive improvement of the overall performance of the system. One of the 
messages of this contribution is thus to show, on the basis of the authors‟ own 
experience, that the gap between mathematically sound optimization methods and 
real-life applications to energy systems is not as big as one may think. 
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The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, RTO is 
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the case studies and the tailored 
formulation of the RTO methods. The corresponding results are presented in Section 
5 and discussed in Section 6, while Section 7 concludes the paper.   

2  PRELIMINARIES  

The problem of optimizing the performance of a given energy system (hereafter 
referred to as “the plant”) can be formulated mathematically as follows:  

 

(1) 

 
, where    is the plant cost (i.e. the performance indicator),    the ng-dimensional 
vector of plant constraints and   the m-dimensional vector of constant inputs (the so-
called “degrees of freedom”).  
 
In practice, the functions    and    are measured but their mathematical expression 
is generally unknown. However, they are generally estimated with a process model, 
and Problem (1) is replaced by the following model-based problem: 

 

(2) 

 
, where   is the model cost,   the n-dimensional vector of model parameters and   
the ng-dimensional vector of model constraints. The necessary conditions of 
optimality ( “the NCOs”) of the model read (Bazarra, Sherali & Shetty, 1993): 

 

(3) 

 
, where   is the vector of Lagrange multipliers for the model. This is where the 
discrepancies between the model and the plant become problematic. To be optimal 
for the plant, the optimal inputs    must satisfy the NCO of the plant.  
 
In the ideal case, the cost and constraint functions of Problems (1) and (2) are 
exactly the same and solving Problem (3) is equivalent to solving Problem (1). In 
practice, however, these functions often differ, because of (i) the value of the model 
parameters, which can be inaccurately estimated, (ii) the mathematical expressions 
of the functions, which may differ because of unknown or neglected phenomena and 
(iii) disturbances, which can lead to the apparition of new unknown phenomena 
and/or may change the values of key parameters. Hence, the NCOs of Problems (1) 
and (2) are also different (that is Equation (3) and Equation (4), respectively) and, 
thus, the solution of (2) is not necessarily a solution of (1).  

 

(4) 

 
3 REAL-TIME OPTIMZATION 
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Classification of RTO Methods 
RTO methods aim to reject the effect of uncertainty on optimal performance. For this 
purpose, RTO methods rely on the use of measurements and appropriate feedback. 
If the cost function and the constraints of the plant are measured (which is typically 
the case) it is readily seen, whenever it occurs, that their values differ from their 
model predictions at any given  . This difference between the predictions and the 
corresponding measurements is indeed the common driving force of most RTO 
methods.  
The way RTO methods use measurement is depicted in Figure 1 and is put in 
perspective with the standard framework of process optimization. 
 

 
Figure 1. Classification of Several RTO Methods and of their Philosophies 

 
As indicated by Figure 1 there are three main ways of using the available process 
measurements: 

1. Measurements can be used to refine the model. By model refinement, it has 
to be understood that the mathematical expressions of the functions   and   
are updated in between consecutive optimization iterations. This adaptation is 
performed by updating the model parameters  . Two problems are iteratively 
solved: the identification problem and the optimization problem (3), for which 
  and   are modified, at each iteration. 

2. Measurements can also be used to directly modify the optimization problem. 
With these methods, the driving force is the determination of corrective terms 
that are directly added to the expressions of   and   in formulation (3), which 
are kept unchanged. No parameter identification is performed, but a modified 
version of the optimization problem (3) is solved at each iteration. 

3. The third class of methods proposes to use the driving force to directly modify 
the inputs  , in a control-inspired manner. With these methods, the problem 
(3) is only solved once, for the initialization of  . The main difficulty is to 
construct a control problem, which has the desired self-optimizing properties, 
i.e. which guarantees that the resolution of the control problem implicitly 
enforces the resolution of Problem (1). 
 

Selected RTO methods 
In this section we discuss in more detail the three RTO methods, which are to be 
applied to the three energy systems in the subsequent sections.  The main reason for 
choosing these three RTO methods is their proven ability to converge to the true 
plant optimal inputs in the presence of plant-model mismatch, that is, for cases where 
the other RTO methods fail. 
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Real-Time Optimization via Modifier Adaptation (RTO-MA) 
RTO-MA belongs to the second column of RTO methods depicted in Figure 1. 
Measurements, or in better words, deviations between predicted and measured 
quantities are used to modify the model-based problem formulation by adding affine-
in-input correction terms to   and  .  
 
With RTO-MA, a modified version of Problem (3) is solved repeatedly at steady state, 
until convergence to the plant optimum is reached. For example, at the kth iteration, 
the following problem is solved: 

 
(5) 

where       denotes the solution at iteration k that will be used at the next iteration. 
Optimization problem (3) is modified by the addition of a linear correction term to the 
cost and an affine correction term to the constraints, with the modifiers defined as 
follows      (   )    (     ) ,   

 
    (  

 )     (  
   )  and        (   )  

   (  
   ).  

 
With RTO-MA, the so-called 1st-order modifications imply that the gradients of the 
modified model cost and constraints   and    are corrected, although the 
parameters of the model   and   are not modified. This is a major difference with 
RTO-TS, whereby the mathematical expression of the model is modified, by means 
of the update of the model parameters  . This identification is performed with the 
objective of minimizing the distance between the predicted and the measured values 
of   and  , which ultimately leads to perfect fitting of the data collected. But nothing 
guarantees that the gradients of the modified functions   and   will match the 
gradients of    and   .  
 
As seen from (3) and (4), the values of the predicted constraints have to match the 
values of the plant constraints to ensure feasibility. But since the second rows of the 
conditions (3) and (4) are 1st-order, the matching of the gradients is also required for 
enforcing the satisfaction of the sensitivity conditions. While RTO-TS cannot 
guarantee this latter point, RTO-MA is, by construction, capable of doing so provided 
the model exhibits adequacy conditions (Marchetti et al. 2009). In summary, the 
nicest feature of RTO-MA lies in that, upon convergence, (5) and (1) share the same 
NCO, that is, convergence to the plant optimum is possible despite the presence of 
uncertainty (Marchetti, 2009; Marchetti et al., 2009). Similar adequacy conditions also 
exist for RTO-TS (Forbes et al., 1996) but they are much more restrictive for RTO-
MS than for RTO-MA. Furthermore, model adequacy conditions become trivially 
satisfied if convex approximations of the functions   and   (Francois & Bonvin, 2013) 
are used. In addition recent work on gradient estimation techniques (Bunin, Francois 
& Bonvin, 2013; Francois, Srinivasan & Bonvin, 2012; Srinivasan, Francois & Bonvin, 
2011) has compared or proposed methods that can be used for estimating the 1st-
order modifier terms, denoted in this article by the Greek letter Λ.  

 
The SCFO-solver 
The SCFO-solver is a recent open-source solver (Bunin, Francois & Bonvin, 2013a) 
that implements the so-called “sufficient conditions for feasibility and optimality” 
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(SFCOs) (Bunin, Francois & Bonvin, 2014a). These conditions, given below, are 
sufficient conditions, which, when satisfied, ensure that a sequence of experiments 
converge to a local optimal solution of Problem (1), with the additional property that 
each iterate is feasible. 
 
Equation (6) summarizes the key equations of the SCFOs, in the general case.  
   

 

(6
) 

 
In (6) the SCFOs for the real process are summarized. Two kinds of constraints are 
considered : 

1. ng, p  constraints g with the subscript “p” to account for the uncertain 
constraints 

2. ng  constraints g without the subscript “p” to account for the certain constraints 
 

Note that these conditions are not implementable per se, as they are mainly of 
mathematical nature. They rely on the assumption that all functions are C2 and 
Lipschitz-continuous (Korn & Korn, 2000), with estimates of the Lipschitz constants 
(κ) and of a quadratic upper bound on the cost (Bunin, Francois & Bonvin, 2014b), 
here denoted M , available. The proof that these conditions are indeed sufficient is 
very involved and requires several intermediate lemmas and theorem. The 
presentation or the discussion of these results is beyond the scope of this article and 
the interested reader is kindly invited to read (Bunin & al., 2014a). Note, however, 
that the SCFOs are presented here in an unpublished, very compact formulation. 
 
Although very technical, these conditions can still be interpreted.  

 The three first equations enforce feasibility at the subsequent iterate: since 
the global maximal amplitude of the variations of all the process constraints is 
supposed to be known (through Lipschitz constants), a simple reverse 
engineering analysis allows to determine the maximum distance between the 
current and the future set of operating conditions, which ensures that no 
constraint will be violated. For example, if there is a constraint of temperature 
(say  ( )      ), for all  , if the current temperature is  (  )      , and if 
the Lipschitz constant of the function  ( ) is equal to 4, this means that 
forcing the subsequent iterate     to lie in a ball of radius 5 around   , 
guarantees feasibility at the next iteration, since the fact that the Lipschitz 
constant is 4 implies that  (    )   (  )   ‖       ‖, that is  (    )  
             

 The two last equations ensure that the plant cost will be strictly better at the 
subsequent iteration (See (Bunin et al., 2014a) for the mathematical details), 
unless convergence to the plant optimum is achieved.  
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 Unfortunately, going in the correct direction with feasible iterates is not 
sufficient as infinitely small steps have to be avoided. This is enforced by the 
4th and the 5th equations of Equation (6), the so-called “projection conditions”, 
which guarantee that the next iterate lies strictly in the set of local descent 
directions of all constraints, and that each move is not infinitely small. 

 The 7th condition of Equation (6) guarantees that the decrease of the cost 
function is bigger than the global maximal possible increase of the cost 
function induced by the existence of a quadratic upper bound. Note that 
Lipschitz constants and quadratic upper bounds are shown to always exist for 
twice continuously differentiable functions (Bunin et al., 2014b). 

 
As such, the SCFOs are not implementable. The aim of the solver is thus to 
formulate the SCFOs in an implementable way and, in turn, to allow either their 
stand-alone implementation, or their implementation in addition to the chosen RTO 
method. Without entering into the details, the SCFOs become implementable when 
the strict inequalities are relaxed by means of individual back-offs, backed-off broad 
inequalities replacing thus the original strict inequalities. The corresponding slack 
variables are indeed the tuning parameters of the solver, and it is shown in (Bunin et 
al., 2014a) that by asymptotically reducing the values of these variables, the user will 
converge in a finite number of iterates arbitrarily close to a local optimum of the plant 
optimization problem of Equation (1). Indeed, this solver can thus be seen itself as a 
stand-alone RTO method or, alternatively, as a framework for RTO methods. With 
the latter, the set of operating conditions obtained with a given RTO solver will follow 
the modifications induced by the implementable version of (6), guaranteeing thus 
feasibility and cost improving iterates. The user can thus benefit from the power of 
the most recent model-based RTO algorithms (speed of convergence, low failure 
rates) while reducing the risks of constraint violations or of sub-optimality induced by 
the use of inaccurate models.    
 

4 CASE STUDIES 

RTO-MA of an experimental SOFC stack 
The first case study considers the optimization of the electrical efficiency of a Solid 
Oxide Fuel short-stack developed at EPFL for HTceramix – SOFCpower (Diethelm, 
Van Herle, Wuillemin, Nakajo, Autissier & Molinelli, 2008; Wuillemin, 2009).  
 
A detailed description of this 6-cells experimental stack is given in (Bunin et al., 
2012). A steady-state simplified model of this device is available (Marchetti, 2009). It 
is known that this tendency model is not very accurate for the prediction of the 
polarization curve, the cell potential, the temperature and the power produced.  
 
The experimental setup has 3 degrees of freedom   [   ̇   ̇    ]

  (i.e., the 
manipulated inputs): the fluxes of Hydrogen  ̇  and Oxygen    ̇  and the current 
intensity  , and three measured outputs: the power density      , the cell potential 
       and the electrical efficiency   ( ).  
 
The aim is to maximize the electrical efficiency   ( )  while: (i) producing the 
(unknown and varying) power density asked by the user     , (ii) maintaining the cell 
potential above a lower bound of 0.75V, (iii) maintaining the fuel utilization  ( )  
 
       

  ̇   
 below 0.75, and (iv) maintaining the air ratio     ( )   

   
 ̇  
 between 4 and 7. 

Finally, the fluxes and the current intensity are bounded. The presence of the two 
constraints on the cell potential and the fuel utilization is justified as their satisfaction 
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is supposed to be the best way to increase the lifetime of the cell and to avoid fuel 
starvation.   
 
This problem can be formulated as a plant optimization problem: 

 

(7) 

 
, where   denotes the lower heating value of the fuel.  
 
Solving problem (7) requires the use of an appropriate RTO method because: 

1. the available model (Marchetti, 2009) is a steady-state model, although the 
fuel cell stack is a dynamical system, with its temperature exhibiting the 
behavior of dynamical system with a settling time of about 30 minutes. Thus, 
there is plant-model mismatch, and parametric uncertainty. 

2. the first equality constraint           , means that the power produced should 
match in real-time the required value. But in practice the value of      is not 
known in advance.  

3. the cell potential is not known with certainty. It is indeed modeled on the basis 
an equivalent-circuit approach (Nakajo, Wuillemin, Van Herle & Favrat, 2009), 
but it is widely admitted that model predictions are not, by far, perfect.  

 
Note that the fuel utilization and the air ratio depend only on the value of the inputs 
and of parameters, which are known with certainty (there is no uncertainty on the 
number of cells, on    and on the Faraday constant). The subscript “p” is thus 
omitted for these two quantities. 
 
Yet, the fact that the model is unable to predict accurately      ,         and   ( ) 
justifies the use of either RTO-MA or of the SCFO solver, since these two 
approaches/tools are capable of rejecting the effect of uncertainty and thus, tracking 
the changes in the set of optimal operating conditions.  
 
For simulation purposes, we will consider the following scenarios for the (unknown 
and unpredicted) variations of the load: 

1.       varies from 0.30 W/cm2 to 0.38 W/cm2 then back to 0.30 W/cm2 every 90 
minutes. 

2.      varies randomly every 5 minutes between 0.30 and 0.38 W/cm2
. 

 
Again, please note that no knowledge of the two aforementioned scenarios is used at 
the implementation level. 
 
RTO of an industrial SOFC stack 
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The second case study discussed hereafter considers the optimization of the 
electrical efficiency of an industrial two-cells SOFC stack for HTceramix - 
SOFCpower. There is no available model for this stack, apart from the model of the 
experimental stack. The application of standard model-based method would then be 
again very hazardous. Similarly to Equation (7) however, the fuel utilization and the 
air ratio are perfectly known. On the other hand there is no way to predict accurately 
the power produced, the temperature of the cells and the cell potential. This means 
that the constraints on these three quantities will be implemented as “gp” in Equation 
(6), while constraints on fuel utilization and air ratio will be treated as “g” in (6). 
 
The objective is to maximize the electrical efficiency at a given, constant load. Note 
that this load is unknown at the beginning of the experiment. This is indeed a 
representative case study of the start-up of such devices for the customers of our 
industrial partner. The start-up phase is a critical step, and the stack needs to quickly 
provide the user with the required power, and then, to operate at the unknown 
optimal operating conditions for this load. Similarly to the case of the experimental 
cell stack, the operating window is constrained as follows (for the same reasons): 

1. the cell potentials of the two cells have to be bigger than 0.78V, 
2. the fuel utilization has to be below 80%, 
3. the temperature of the cells should be between 700 and 850K, 
4. the fluxes (of hydrogen and oxygen)  and the current are bounded from 

above. 
 
Note that a constraint on the temperature has appeared, which was not necessary for 
the experimental stack. The scenario considered for this case study is that at the 
beginning of the experiment, the power load jumps to the unknown value of 0.25 
W/cm2. 
 
Dynamic RTO of a simulated Kite System 
The idea of using kites as a renewable energy sources has received growing 
attention in recent years, both from industry and academia. This is motivated by the 
fact that tethered kites are deemed to be capable of accessing high altitudes at a 
much cheaper cost than wind turbines. At such altitudes the wind is not only stronger, 
but its speed and direction is also more stable. Since kites can fly at speeds many 
times that of the wind, a large aerodynamic force acts on the kite. This force is then 
directly transmitted to the ground via the cable, i.e. without requiring a tower, unlike 
wind turbines. This growing attention has led to the creation of several „kite-power‟ 
start-ups (Skysails GmBH, Makani Power, Ampyx Power).  
 
If the cable is connected to a generator, two phases can be envisaged: (i) Reel-out: 
the tension in the cable forcibly unwinds the reel, the generator produces electricity 
and (ii) Reel-in: the generator works as a motor to reel the cable back in. The use of 
tethered kites for producing power is, however, still a research field and, for industrial 
applications, a niche market. Optimizing the operation of the kites is thus highly 
desirable, as these devices must still prove their efficiency to convince a broader 
audience of their potential. For the example before, this means that there is a need 
for methods for designing a trajectory that maximizes the cable tension during phase 
1, while minimizing the tension during phase 2.  
 
Like in the previous sections, the standard approach would be to formulate a model-
based problem, while it is widely admitted that constructing an accurate dynamic 
model of a kite is still an open problem. Several models have been proposed (Diehl, 
2001; Argatov, Rautakorpi & Silvennoinen, 2009; Breukels, 2010), none of which are 
fully capable of accurately predicting a kite‟s behavior. Also, the kite‟s behavior is 
affected by time-varying disturbances, mainly the wind‟s speed and direction. These 
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disturbances cannot be directly measured, as, due to wind shear, the wind at the 
kite‟s altitude is not the same as the wind at ground level. Hence, the need for a RTO 
method, but with the additional difficulty that a kite is a fast, dynamic system, i.e. a 
dynamic RTO approach. Another limitation is that solving a dynamic optimization 
problem can take a significant amount of time, which can be incompatible with the 
real-time operation of such a fast system. Yet what makes it tractable is the fact the 
optimization problem is indeed a periodic one. The kite should follow a trajectory in 
the air, which brings it back to its initial position. The aim of RTO-MA is thus to alter 
this trajectory in such a way that, from cycle to cycle, or from a series a several loops 
to another series of several loops, it rejects the effect of the disturbances on the 
performance of the kite. 
 
The third case study, presented hereafter, discusses the real-time optimization of a 
simulated tethered kite for power production. Since the kite is a fast unstable 
dynamical system, which will inevitably crash without advanced online control, it is 
impossible to restrict the control layer to RTO alone. We are typically in a case 
whereby the fifth argument of (Serralunga et al., 2013) is not valid. We will show in 
the next section that RTO can be coupled to advanced process control in this 
peculiar case. 

 

5 RESULTS 

RTO-MA of an experimental SOFC stack 
 
Without entering into the finer details (Bunin et al., 2012), RTO-MA was first applied 
in its simplest form, i.e. only the 0th–order modifier terms (the epsilons in (5)) were 
used. This is justified as it has been shown experimentally that the solution is almost 
always determined by the constraints. At each re-optimization stage k, the following 
optimization problem was solved:  

 

(8) 

With  ( ) ,    ( )  and      ( )  being the values of the electrical efficiency, of the 
power density and of the cell potential predicted by the model of (Wuillemin, 2009). 
Only 0th-order modifier terms are used that correspond to the difference between 
predicted and measured quantities at the previous iteration. Also, a unit gain 
exponential filter is applied to avoid too abrupt modifications of the optimization 
problem. This filter introduces thus, through its gains K, parameters that can be tuned 
to facilitate convergence to the plant optimum (Marchetti, 2009). 
 
The modifier exponential filtering reads: 

 (9) 
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, where X corresponds to  ,     and to      . Equation (9) indicates that the 0th-order 
modifiers are indeed the filtered differences between the three measured values of 
the efficiency, of the power density and of the cell potential and the three 
corresponding predicted values, at the previous set of optimal operating conditions. 
Upon convergence, when    , it is straightforward to show that   (   )  
  (  

 ) ,      (   )       (   )  and        (   )         (   ) , i.e. that the modified 
modeled constraints match the real constraints at the converged inputs. In other 
words, with the modifiers (in theory with both 0th and 1st-order modifier terms), the 
necessary conditions of optimality of the modified model-based problem match those 
of the real problem, and so do the optimal solutions. 
 
Figure 2 depicts the implementation of the algorithm to the experimental stack. The 
modified problem of Equation (8) is solved for the current value of the power load and 
the obtained optimal inputs are applied to the steady-state model and to the stack in 
parallel. Due to model-mismatch and parametric uncertainty (inaccurate values of the 
model parameters  ), the measured values differ from the model predictions. These 
differences are filtered (top-right blocks) to compute the new value of the modifiers to 
implement in the modified problem of Equation (8).  
 
For scenario 1, RTO-MA of (8) was solved every 30 minutes, a period that is 
sufficiently long to guarantee that the real stack has reached steady state, and thus 
that steady-state measurements are compared to predictions at steady state. For 
scenario 2, RTO-MA of (8) was solved every 10 seconds. Here, steady-state 
predictions are compared to transient measurements, since the dominant constant 
time of the temperature dynamics is about 30 minutes. This is introduces additional 
model-mismatch, in that the steady-state model is compared to transient quantities. 
For both scenarios, the filter gains were also varied, and the information regarding 
the load changes was unknown at the implementation level – it was just used for 
simulating the behavior of the user (Bunin et al., 2012). Figure 3 depicts the results 
obtained for scenario 2. The grey areas in Figure 3 depict forbidden zones for the cell 
potential (top-right) and for the fuel utilization (bottom left). Solid blue lines depict 
measurements on the real stack, while the green curve is the unknown, randomly 
changing, power load. 
 

 
Figure 2. RTO-MA applied to the experimental SOFC stack.  
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Figure 3. Experimental Results of the Application of RTO-MA to the 

Experimental SOFC Stack for the 2nd scenario.  
 

It is readily seen from Figure 3 that the application of RTO-MA to the experimental 
SOFC stack is capable of (i) ensuring a fast tracking of the random (unknown) load 
changes (see the top left plot, where the blue curve follows the green one), (ii) 
maintaining the cell potential and the fuel utilization in the correct side of the 
constraints (top right, and bottom left, respectively), although marginal constraint 
violations are observed for fuel utilization that are due to the poor tuning of low level 
controllers. Finally (iii), the bottom right depicts the electrical efficiency. It is hard to 
quantify how optimal the performances are, since the optimal solution is not known a 
priori, but it is clear that the electrical efficiency is maintained at high values despite 
to trend of the random profile to increase the load. Our industrial partner validated 
these efficiencies to be close to the expected maximal performances, for the given 
loads. This is indeed a very good and promising result (Bunin et al., 2012), which 
allowed us to go one step further and apply the SCFO-solver to, this time, an 
industrial stack.  
 
Application of the SFCO-solver to an industrial SOFC stack 
The presentation here will be very short, as this mainly the direct application of the 
solver to the problem (7). The method of (Bunin et al., 2013) has been used for 
estimating the gradients on the real stack, while the solver has been coupled to a 
rudimentary gradient-descent with variable step size RTO algorithm. As said 
previously the solver is used here for optimizing the electrical efficiency at constant 
load. These are preliminary, unpublished results, but they were generated over a 
very short-time frame, which is a good indication of the applicability of our solver 
(Bunin et al., 2013b) to industrial facilities.  
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Figure 4. Industrial Application of the SCFO-solver to a 2-cells SOFC stack. 
Inspecting Figure 4, where the results of the application of the solver to the industrial 
stack are depictd, it is clear that the solver achieves all its goals. Starting from an 
infeasible point, in that the power load of 0.25 is not delivered (1st row, 4th plot), the 
power produced is first maximized, until the power demand is reached. Meanwhile, 
one sees that the electrical efficiency jumps from 42% at an initial infeasible point to 
nearly 53% at a feasible set of operating conditions (1st row, 1st plot). Also, the 
constraints on inlet and outlet temperatures (1st row, 2nd plot), on the two cell 
potentials (1st row, 3rd plot) and on fuel utilization (2nd row, 4th plot) are strictly 
satisfied at any iteration. These preliminary results are very encouraging, and show a 
significant improvement in performances for an industrial (pilot-plant scale) energy 
system. 

 
Dynamic RTO of a simulated Kite System 
The interested reader is invited to read (Costello, Francois & Bonvin, 2013) for the 
details regarding the formulation of the dynamic optimization problem. The goal is to 
maximize the average thrust, over one period (here corresponding to a series of 
loops), subject to a certain number of constraints (mainly here on the minimal altitude 
and on the fact that, at the end of the period, the position of the kite in space has to 
be equal to its initial position). For the application considered in this study (a kite 
used for pulling a boat, similarly to the products of Skysails GmBH), simulations with 
the simplified model of (Costello et al., 2013) showed that the solution of this 
optimization problem is composed of two arcs. The first arc is unconstrained while 
the second arc is one the height constraint, as illustrated by Figure 5, whereby the 
red-hatched area represents the height constraint, while the blue line depicts the 
cable. 
. 
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Figure 5. Nominal Optimal Path on the Sphere the Kite is Constrained to (the 

Direction of Flight is Clockwise).  
 
Because of uncertainty, this trajectory can vary significantly, as illustrated by Figure 
6, where the evolution of the nominal path with regard to changes in the angle 
between the boat‟s direction and the wind relative to the boat is depicted, with the 
Black triangle and the blue line depicting the wing and the tether, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 6. System of Spherical Co-ordinates (Left Hand-Side) and Variation of 

the Nominal Path (Right-Hand Side) when the Angle  between the Wind Relative 
to the Boat and the Boat’s Velocity, Varies from -15 to +15◦ around its Modeled 

Value. 
 
Figure 7 depicts the scheme proposed in (Costello et al., 2013) to iteratively bring the 
required correction to the path that should follow the kite, in order to maximize the 
thrust. Since a trajectory is composed of an infinite number of points, adapting or 
correcting a whole trajectory is a challenging task. This is indeed impossible as such 
and the trajectory has to be parameterized with a finite number of parameters whose 
adaptation, from cycle-to-cycle, will yield the adaptation of the whole trajectory.   
 
This scheme is constructed based on the following mathematical reasoning: 

 The solution to the model-based dynamic optimization problem is an optimal 
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path denoted by z, which is indeed a path for the angles   and  , 
 At each cycle k, the kite follows the path zk with an ideal controller, 
 Each path zk is composed of two arcs. The first arc is unconstrained, while 

the second corresponds to the period during which the kite flies at the 
minimum admissible altitude, 

 This two-arc structure does not change with uncertainty, which is confirmed 
by the following 2 arguments: 

a. In general, for parametric optimal control problems, small variations of 
the uncertain parameters do not alter the sequence and type of 
intervals in the solution (Maurer & Büskens, 2001), 

b. Our simulation studies show that this is indeed also true for larger 
variations of the uncertain parameters (as shown in Figure 6), where 
the right-hand figure illustrates that the shape of the optimal path does 
not change much despite significant variation of the wind direction, 

 This path z can be parameterized with a finite number of parameters  , 
 A Taylor series expansion of the optimal path can be performed in the vicinity 

of the nominal value of the model parameters, for the unconstrained part of 
the path, 

 This expansion yields the direction in which the path should be adapted to 
reject the effect of uncertainty on kite‟s performances, but does not provide 
the amplitude of the adaptation. 

 
We propose to determine this amplitude and, in turn, adapt the path simultaneously, 
with the following RTO scheme (Costello et al., 2013). 
 

 
Figure 7. The RTO Scheme for the Kite System 

 
Several remarks are in order, w.r.t. the three blocks: (i) the path generator maps the 
amplitude of the adaptation to the change in the trajectory to track, (ii) the controller 
allows the tracking of the path (typically by means of a Model-Predictive Controller) 
and (iii) the periodic optimizer adjusts the amplitude of the adaptation once per 
period, on the basis of the measurement of the average thrust over the kth period 
(denoted p, k). 
 
In other words, the RTO algorithm (here a simple gradient descent method) uses p, k 
to compute the amplitude of modification k that is used to alter the path to follow, 
along the directions     

 

  
(  ), where z*

UC, denotes the unconstrained nominal arc (i.e. 
the arc of the optimal trajectory, which does not correspond to the height constraint), 

0 their nominal value. In the 
following the uncertain model parameters are the absolute wind of the speed   , the 
maximum value   of the glide ratio  , the constant term   of the quadratic 
penalization of the glide ratio   by the steering deflection   – with          and 
the angle   between the direction of the boat and the direction of the wind relative to 
the boat. For the unconstrained arc this adaptation law reads: 
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(10) 

  
The constrained part of the arc does not need to be adapted since it is sufficient for 
the controller to track the highest altitude between   (  )  and     , where      
denotes the minimal acceptable altitude. For further details regarding the adaptation 
law, the interested reader is kindly invited to read (Costello et al., 2013). In addition, a 
benchmark for kite control has been recently submitted by the authors, with all 
equations, parameters and simulation files in open access (Costello, Francois & 
Bonvin, 2014).  
 
The application of (10) as the adaptation law of the scheme of Figure 7 to the 
simulated kite system leads to the improvement depicted in Figure 8. An 
improvement of 25% of the average thrust is observed over nearly 100 s, which 
corresponds more or less to ten loops.  

 
 Figure 8. Application of the RTO Scheme to the Simulated Kite System.  

 
On the left-hand side of Figure 8, the evolution of the path from the initial trajectory 
(black dotted) to the converged trajectory (solid black) is plotted. Note that, the 
converged (solid black) trajectory is almost symmetric, but not identical to the true 
optimal one (solid blue), while the solid red trajectory is the nominal one, i.e. the 
optimal solution obtained by model-based optimization of the nominal model. The 
fact that the method does not converge to an exactly identical or symmetric path is 
due to the fact that the path is only corrected along the directions defined by the 
model-based sensitivity analysis. However, as shown by the right-hand side of Figure 
8, the loss in optimality is very marginal and the method is extremely efficient since it 
converges to near-optimal performance. It is then readily seen that the converged 
average thrust (black dotted) tends to the true solution (blue dotted). Note also that 
the converged trajectory exhibits the “bean-shape” of the optimal solution, although 
the initial path does not and despite the fact that the trajectory is only adapted along 
the directions defined by the model-based sensitivity analysis. This means that the 
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directions defined by the sensitivity analysis, which are used for the adaptation of the 
path, are the most important ones. Overall, for this uncertainty scenario, the 
performance increases by 25% in only two minutes. 

 

6 DISCUSSION 

In the previous section, three apparently different RTO methods have been 
successfully applied to three different energy systems. 

RTO with Modifier Adaptation was first applied to an experimental fuel cell stack. The 
goal was to maximize the electrical efficiency of the stack under changing power-load 
conditions. The inspection of Figure 3 shows that it is indeed possible to maintain a 
high level of electrical efficiency (more than 40%) despite random changes of the 
power load. The constraints on cell potential and on fuel utilization were respected, 
apart from “spikes” occuring mainly because of the limitations of the lower level 
controllers. RTO-MA was applied in its simplest form, that is, with constraint 
adaptation only. This was made possible by the fact that the optimal solution is 
governed by constraints; the constraint on cell potential is active at high power load 
while the constraint on fuel utilization is active at lower power loads. Other RTO 
approaches could have been applied. RTO-TS (Marlin et al., 1997) could have been 
an option. But there would have been no guarantee that the converged inputs would 
have been the optimal ones, as the available model is thought to suffer from 
structural mismatch with the real stack. NCO-tracking and Self-Optimizing Control 
(Francois et al., 2005; Skogestad, 2000) or extremum-seeking control (Li, 2013; 
Guay et al., 2014) could have been possible also, mainly because of the observation 
regarding the activity of the constraints. However, while RTO-MA only requires the 
knowledge that the solution is governed by constraints, both NCO-tracking and Self-
Optimizing Control would have required it to be known in advance that the constraint 
on cell potential is active at high power load while the constraint on fuel utilization is 
active at lower power loads. From a practical viewpoint this is not a huge difference, 
but methodologically speaking, this means that RTO-MA can be as efficient with less 
assumptions.  

One limitation of RTO-MA is that it can only be proven that the constraints are 
satisfied upon convergence. In the example of Figure 3, this was not an issue and, 
apart from the aforementioned spikes, constraints were satisfied during the transient 
phases also. There is, on the other hand, no guarantee that in another situation, the 
same behavior would be observed. This justifies the use of the SCFO solver, which is 
capable of forcing convergence to the true plant optimum, with strict feasible iterates. 
The unpublished results of Figure 4 illustrate the potential of this solver (and of the 
underlying theory), as the electrical efficiency was increased to more than 52% 
without any violation of the constraints on temperature, cell potential and fuel 
utilization. No other RTO method can lead to the same result since, to the best of our 
knowledge, the SCFOs are the first attempt to develop a complete theory to enforce 
simultaneously convergence and strict feasibility of all iterates. As virtually no model 
was available for this industrial stack, derivative-free optimization (Conn, Scheinberg, 
& Vicente, L.N., 2009) could have been applied. But there would not have been any 
guarantee that iterates would have been feasible. This is made possible with the 
SCFO solver, the price to pay being a relatively slow rate of convergence (nearly 20 
iterations for the example of Figure 8). This is indeed acceptable for two reasons : (i) 
the industrial stack is supposed to work at constant load, so these iterations have 
only to be performed once and (ii) no model was used at the implementation level 
apart from fuel utilization and air ratio. Indeed, other derivative-free algortihms are 
generally much slower. 
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For these two cases, note that what lets us claim that convergence to the true 
optimum of the fuel cells stacks was observed is indeed the intrinsic property of the 
two methods. RTO-MA and the solver cannot but converge to the true solution. 
Otherwise it would have been impossible to claim so, since by essence, the optimum 
of any real system is unknown in advance. 

The third illustrative example was the dynamic real-time optimization of a simulated 
tethered kite. Two models were developed. First, a simplified model was assumed to 
be available that was used for control and optimization purposes. The second more 
detailed model was only used for simulation purposes, i.e. it was not used at the 
implementation level (Costello, Francois & Bonvin, 2014). There is thus, a high level 
of plant-model mismatch, and standard optimization methods would not have been 
applicable. With the combination of RTO and control used here, the results show a 
significant cycle-to-cycle improvement of the efficiency of the kite as shown in Figure 
8. Since this is a simulated example, the real optimal trajectory can be computed for 
comparison with the converged one. Convergence to an almost symmetric trajectory 
to the optimal one was observed, over only a few cycles. Other RTO methods could 
have been applied, like NCO-tracking. But the specificites of the optimal trajectory 
that is mainly composed here of an arc governed by the sensitivities, make the use of 
NCO-tracking very much less straightforward. Advanced control techniques are 
investigated in the kite community (such as nonlinear model predictive control (Diehl, 
2001)), but the controller used in our study is far less ellaborate, and thus, less 
complicated to understand, design, tune and maintain for practitioners. We have also 
developed a small-scale experimental system, and the first experiments were carried 
successfully a few weeks ago. Their presentation goes beyond the scope of this 
article, but the corresponding results will be analyzed in detail and submitted for 
publication in a journal soon. 

In (Serralunga et al. 2013) one of the arguments in favor of the use of RTO to energy 
systems was its potential to reduce the need for an advanced process control layer. 
This is true for systems whose dynamical behavior is not too complicated (Francois & 
Bonvin, 2014). For instance, the application of RTO-MA with a static model to the 
experimental fuel cells stack is a good example of such a successful application. In 
our example, we applied RTO sufficiently frequently, relative to the time scale of the 
temperature variations, to remove the need for temperature control. RTO was, in 
some sense, used as a controller. Nevertheless, this was also made possible 
because the temperature dynamics are stable and do not exhibit any complicated 
behavior. Our last example, i.e. the simulated kite, is an example for which this is not 
possible. The fact that the dynamics of the kite are fast and unstable calls for an 
advanced process-control layer, without which RTO will not be able to maintain the 
kite in the air. However, this shows that, similarly to what is performed in the 
chemical industry, RTO can be applied as a master layer to the control layer for 
energy systems. 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, the potential benefits of applying a selection of RTO methods to energy 
systems has been illustrated. It has been shown how these methods exploit the 
available measurements to compensate for model inaccuracies and to reject the 
effect of uncertainty and disturbances to optimize the performance of the real system 
at hand. In the field of energy, this is a highly desired property since, as it has been 
illustrated in this article, it ensures optimality and constraint satisfaction despite 
changes of the load or of the source availability. The focus has been on the methods 
developed by the authors and especially on RTO-MA and on the SCFO-solver, with 
simulated, experimental and industrial examples.  
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The application of dynamic RTO and RTO-MA to a simulated kite system and to an 
experimental SOFC stack, respectively, has shown the potential of this technique to 
handle simultaneously parametric uncertainty, structural model-mismatch and 
disturbances in the context of variations of the availability of the power source or of 
the load, while improving the performances of the corresponding energy systems. 
Also, unpublished results concerning the succesful application of the SCFO-solver in 
an industrial context were presented, which show that these techniques can bridge 
the gap that still remains between the academic and the industrial worlds. But it is the 
opinion of the authors that the this paper‟s message is indeed broader than the sole 
focus on the application of well-chosen techniques to well-chosen systems.  

The key message is that RTO methods and algorithms exist, which can be tailored to 
one‟s specific energy system. Some of these techniques are indeed (almost) ready to 
be used by practitioners for the online, in-situ, improvement the operation of energy 
systems, even when the system at hand is hard to model. Meanwhile, the strength of 
the most recent methods is that they remain relatively easy to apply despite their 
strong theoretical fundations. As illustrated in this article, significant improvements 
can be obtained in terms of  electrical efficiency of SOFC stacks, where it is made 
possible to track load changes at maximum electrical efficiencies. Menawhile, on-
going work on kites has shown that such methods can reject the effect of the 
changes in the availability of the source (here the direction and strength of the wind) 
for the most innovative renewable energy systems. 

One of the main limitations to a wide use of the most innovative energy systems is 
their prohibitive costs. Optimization is therefore a must, but it is complicated by the 
simultaneous difficulties of : (i) obtaining an accurate model of the system at an 
affordable cost, (ii) handling the various sources of uncertainty, among which the 
disponibility of the source for renewable energy systems and (iii) handling the 
changes of the load, which is fully in the hands of the user and is thus hardly 
predictable. Meanwhile the most recent and innovative optimization methods are 
generally considered to be too complicated to be applied in the industry. Also, with 
the high number of different optimization problems that can be formulated, calling for 
different solution methods, practicioners tend to get lost and to doubt of the 
applicability of the methods. This article has shown that RTO-MA and the SCFO 
solver, as well as most RTO methods, are indeed particularly well suited for energy 
systems. This is due to their intrinsic ability to handle modeling errors, model 
mismatch and process disturbances, but also to their capacity to be tailored to one‟s 
specific application. In the future, such methods could help significantly reduce the 
operating costs of the most innovative energy systems. The satisfaction of operating 
constraints is also key for fuel cells (as constraints are correlated to their lifetime), for 
kites (as violating constraints generally means crashing the kite), and indeed for most 
energy systems. In this context, the ability of RTO methods to operate energy 
systems optimally and to guarantee constraint satisfaction is an undeniable 
advantage. The development of such methods will help, we hope, to change the way 
industry operates energy systems. This was the case at least for our industrial 
partner, for which the application of the solver has led to a significant improvement of 
the electrical efficiency -- a major commercial argument, together with the expected 
lifetime of the cells.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Wind-driven rain (WDR) is one of the most important moisture sources for a 
building façade. This study presents the implementation and application of a 
rainwater runoff model based on the Nusselt solution on coupled to a 2D 
Heat-Air-Moisture (HAM) model. Commercial software WUFI 2D is used to 
calculate the absorption on a porous façade based on heat, air and moisture 
transfer inside porous façade during rain. The calculation is performed with a 
realistic distribution of the impinging WDR intensity, based on CFD 
simulations, and with meteorological data, on a 10 hours basis. The flow of 
the liquid film is essential for self-cleaning. To clean a surface, liquid has to 
transport along the impurities and run them off. It is the flowing liquid film that 
carries away the impurities. At the macroscale, our simulation results 
demonstrate that the façade surface coated with nano-TiO2 shows features of 
a pronounced increase in runoff water film thickness and velocity compared 
to the uncoated façade during raining event, therefore suggesting that self-
cleaning is improved by a superhydrophilic surface. The dust particle-wall 
interaction was analyzed in this study and a particle detachment model was 
established. At the microscale, our simulation results demonstrate that under 
high relative humidity (>50%), the deposited dust at different sizes on the 
superhydrophilic wall surface can be easily detached by the runoff during 
raining. 

 
KEYWORDS: Heat-Air-Moisture transfer modeling, Nano-TiO2 coating, Runoff, Self-cleaning 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Today industrial pollution has impacted both the quality of the urban environment and 
the life cycle cost of buildings. 

In urban areas, intense vehicle traffic leads to significant emissions of both 
particulate and gaseous pollutants and these, along with other anthropogenic 
emissions, have a direct impact on the durability of the built environment. In 
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particular, the damage caused by pollution includes soiling of opaque materials (e.g. 
stone, concrete, ceramic tiles) which become generally darker. This optical 
impairment significantly increases maintenance costs for cleaning operations (dry 
scrubbing, gumming, sand jet.) and surface treatments (Watt and Hamilton, 2003; 
Watt et al., 2009). 

Soiling also causes severe aesthetical damage to transparent materials, such as 
durable window sheet glasses commonly used either in windows or as building 
façade cover. This durable glass progressively loses its transparency and needs 
regular cleaning using significant quantities of water and detergent. Soiling of durable 
window glass is the result of complex mechanisms involving the deposition of primary 
airborne particles produced by anthropic and terrigenous sources, and secondary 
products (salt neocrystallisations) generated on the glass surface itself by 
interactions between gaseous pollutants and inorganic particles in the presence of 
high humidity levels (Lombardo et al., 2005).  

Beside inorganic particles, the sorption of volatile and semi-volatile organic 
compounds also plays a role (Lam et al., 2005). Parameters such as transparency 
loss or haze diffused are generally used to quantify the importance of soiling (Adams 
et al., 2002; Lombardo et al., 2005; Favez et al., 2006), to identify the atmospheric 
key parameters responsible for soiling (Lombardo et al., 2010). 

Dust pollution is a particularly serious contributor to atmospheric pollution; 0~0.5 μm 
size particles account for over 97% of the total amount of atmospheric pollution 
particles and have become the major component of air pollution.  When particles are 
deposited on the surface of buildings, with the passage of time the dust particles 
migrate into the building surface through physical holes and cracks in the surface of 
the building. Particles may also take part in a series of chemical reactions with 
substrate substances, causing permanent changes to the surface of the building 
(Changlian Xia, 2007).  

The technology of self-cleaning coatings has developed rapidly in recent years. As a 
commercial product, their potential is huge. Because of the wide range of possible 
applications, from window glass and cement to textiles, self-cleaning coatings may 
become an important labour-saving device. 

The field of self-cleaning coatings is divided into two categories: hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic. These two types of coating both clean themselves through the action of 
water, the former by rolling droplets and the latter by sheeting water that carries away 
dirt. Hydrophilic coatings, however, have an additional property: they can chemically 
break down adsorbed dirt in sunlight. 

TiO2 has become the material of choice for self-cleaning windows, and hydrophilic 
self-cleaning surfaces because of its favorable physical and chemical properties. Not 
only is it highly efficient at photocatalyzing dirt in sunlight and reaching the 
superhydrophilic state, it is also non-toxic, chemically inert in the absence of light, 
inexpensive, relatively easy to handle and deposit into thin films and is an 
established household chemical – TiO2 it is used as a pigment in cosmetics and 
paint, and as a food additive (Macwan et al, 2011). 

Despite the commercialization of a hydrophilic self-cleaning coating in a number of 
products (Pilkington glass and PPG’s Sunclean), the field is far from mature; the 
development of new materials that can be easily applied on façades, with both self-
cleaning and de-polluting properties would be a significant step towards 
improvements in the quality of urban buildings. Investigations into the fundamental 
mechanisms of self-cleaning and characterisations of new coatings are regularly 
published in the primary literature. 
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A thorough discussion of the theory of photocatalysis and super-hydrophilicity is 
beyond the scope of this study, hence only a brief summary of photocatalysis follows. 
Greater detail can be found in one of several review articles (Fujishima et al 2008). 

In this study, modeling and simulation of self-cleaning and de-polluting façade 
surfaces are our major tasks.  

 

2 SIMULATION METHODS 

2.1 Methodology of simulation 

 

Fig1. Scheme of simulation methodology 

 

Figure 1 shows our simulation method. We follow this flow chart for simulation. 
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2.2 WUFI 2D model initial and boundary conditions 

 

Fig 2.  Scheme of computational domain on façade 

Façade Geometry:  

Height: 20m, Width: 0.5m, TiO2 nano coating thickness: 100nm ~1μm 

 

Surface/Climate: 

Adiabatic I 

Adiabatic II 

Exterior: Heat transfer coefficient: 17 W/m2.K and such coefficient is wind 
dependent 

Internal: EN15026  

 

Material: Aerated Clay Brick (density: 600 kg/m3), porosity: 0.77m3/m3, Specific heat 
capacity (dry): 850 J/kg.K, Water vapor diffusion resistance factor: 16 

Rain reduction factor: 0.7 for ordinary wall 

Climate: Zurich; warm year (real climatic data)  

Wall Orientation: Azimuth: 45°, Inclination: 90° 

Driving rain coefficient: 

Rain load=Rain*(R1+R2*Wind velocity) 

R1=0, R2=0.2s/m 

Computational Parameters: 

Starting from 02.06.1998, number of Steps 10 (each step equals to 1 hour) 

Mode of Calculation: Heat transport calculation, moisture transport calculation 
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2.3 Governing equations of rainwater runoff and HAM models 

              2.3.1 Simplified runoff equation  
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The wind driven rain source term has the effect of adding water to the runoff. The 
absorption flux due to the capillary flux depends on the porosity of the wall material 
and it will absorb water in the runoff. Other source terms can be taken into account 
as evaporation (Van den Brande et al 2013). We focus the study on rain events.  

In the sequel, we will work with the conservative form of the equation (1) as follows:  
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Introducing this adimensionalization, the conservative runoff equation (2) becomes: 
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               2.3.2 Source term computed by WUFI  

In Eq.2, the right-hand-side source term is obtained using weather information 
coming from WUFI 2D (Künzel, 1995) to compute the wind-driven rain intensity. The 
absorption source term is also computed by WUFI in order to obtain the water 
content and capillary flux on a demonstrated façade with a chosen material. From 
WUFI simulation, we can extract the capillary flux by Matlab. 
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             2.3.3 Extraction of the wind driven rain intensity 

WUFI has weather database for several places in the world. For our simulation, the 
precipitation (in mm/h) shown on Fig 3. and wind velocity (in m/s) shown in Fig 4. of 
Zurich have been chosen from 20h of the 2nd to  6h of 3rd of June 1998. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Precipitation during a chosen period of 
10 hours in Zurich 

 

Fig 4. Wind velocity of a chosen period of 10 
hours in Zurich 
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3 SIMULATION RESULTS OF RUNOFF 

 

 

Fig 5. Comparisons of rain runoff film thickness on 2m height of 20m high wall 

 

Figure 5 compares runoff film thickness with TiO2 nano coating and without coating 
on a 2m height of wall. TiO2 nano coatings may not change the whole porosity 
(m3/m3) of façade materials, but will change the surface porosity of a façade (e.g. 
areas of the capillary tubes), resulting in less surface water sorption and a relatively 
small water absorption coefficient A. With increasing coating thickness, the thickness 
can contribute to more blocked pores on porous substrate and more resistance to the 
water flow so that water penetration was slowed down, resulting in less water 
absorption in the façade, thickening runoff thickness and faster runoff velocity. Based 
on this, water absorption coefficient A is inversely proportional to the thickness of 
the coating. The higher the thickness is, the lower the water absorption coefficient A 
is. In our simulations, the uncoated surface has A=0.095, to compare effects of self-
cleaning, coatings with variable thickness vary in different water absorption 
coefficients. They are 0.07, 0.05, 0.03, and 0.01 respectively. Among them, A=0.01 
corresponds to the thickest TiO2 coating in this study.  

On the self-cleaning action, a runoff film thickness means the 
natural capacity to wash away dirt. Dirt is more easily washed away by thicker runoff 
film. It is easy to observe that at 300 minutes with maximum wind velocity (~6.4m/s) 
as shown in figure 4,  runoff  thickness on TiO2 coated surface (A=0.01) can reach 
0.146 mm, while on an uncoated surface it can only reach 0.066mm.  

Run-off velocity is also a determining factor in self-cleaning.  Increased velocity tends 
to have better self-cleaning effects. We also observed that the thin water film runoff 
velocity on TiO2 coated surfaces is much higher than that of uncoated surfaces as 
shown in Fig 6. At 300 minutes, runoff velocity on the TiO2 coated surface (A=0.01) 
can reach 0.10m/s while on the uncoated surface such velocity is only 0.021m/s.  
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Fig 6. Comparisons of rain runoff velocity profiles on 2m height of 20m high wall 

 

4 DUST PARTICLES SLIDING DETACHMENT MODEL  

Particles found in the air consist of particulates that are typically less than 10 μm in 
diameter, 0~0.5 μm size particles occupy over 97% of total amount of airborne 
particles (Changlian Xia, 2007), while those found on the ground can often be larger 
(Hinds 1982; Jaenicke et al 1998). 

Adhesion of dust particles on a building surface is related to dust shape and size. 
Dust particles have a certain shape and size, particle size distribution is very wide. 
The more fine particles, the larger the specific surface area, the stronger adhesion 
forces and the more difficult removal from the building surfaces. The main reason of 
building surface contamination is that the depositions of dust particles on the building 
surface and can’t be cleared in a timely manner. Gradually, over time, the surface 
dust particles will migrate into the building surface through physical holes and cracks 
in the surface of the building. They may also have a series of chemical reactions with 
substrate substances to cause permanent pollution damage (Changlian Xia, 2007).  

The surface forces between solid particles and solid surfaces consist of van de 
Waals, electrostatic, magnetic, hydrogen bonding, chemical bonding forces, solid 
bridges, liquid bridges…etc; As the composition of building surface material is 
substantially composed of inorganic materials and generally does not have the 
conditions to form hydrogen bonds, hydrogen bonding and magnetic force are not 
considered in this study. As the adsorption of dust on the surface of buildings 
belongs to physical adsorption, particles do not undergo chemical reactions with 
substrate materials. Therefore, chemical bonding forces are not considered. Moisture 
has a strong effect on the electrical conductivity of the particles. If the environment is 
very dry, the charges tend to increase. Rowley and Mackin (2003) showed that the 
magnitude of the arising net charge decreases with increase in relative humidity. 
When relative air humidity is over 50%, these charges lessen or disappear 
completely. Since self-cleaning of building surfaces mainly depends on the nature of 
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the rain runoff to achieve such effects, the relative high air humidity and enough rain 
can make dust particles’ static electricity charge disappear. This means electrostatic 
forces do not act as an impediment to self-cleaning processes in rain. Even in dry 
environments, the long-range electrostatic forces are less important than van der 
Waals forces for particles less than 1μm (Chow 2007). Forces due to solid bridges 
(Molerus, 1985) are assumed to be zero in this study.  

In a dry environment, without the liquid bridge, adhesive forces due to van der Waals 
force of dry contact dominate fine particles. In a wet environment, the effects of the 
atmospheric conditions are important because of the humidity of the ambient air. The 
ambient water is adsorbed on particle surfaces. These surface layers of condensed 
water increase the effective contact zone. By molecular bonds between these 
condensed liquid molecules (known as surface tension), these surface layers may 
form additionally small liquid bridges which results in the alternation of the adhesion 
force (Chigazawa et al 1981). The humidity also changes the adsorbed water layer 
thickness (Chigazawa et al 1981), and it also affects the adhesion force. Thus, the 
adhesion is influenced by mobile adsorption layers due to molecular rearrangement 
and additional hydrogen bonds (Schubert 2003).  

The importance of the capillary forces on particle adhesion was noted by a number of 
researchers.  Hinds (1982) reported the expression for adhesion force at different 
values of relative humidity.  Zimon’s (1982) experiments indicated that the effect of 
capillary condensation on adhesion forces begins to appear in air with a relative 
humidity above 50%. Luzhnov (1967) performed experiments on factors affecting the 
capillary forces. Tang and Busnaina (2000) reported the results of their study on the 
effect of relative humidity on particle adhesion and removal. They found out that time 
and humidity greatly influence particle adhesion and removal in many 
particlesubstrate systems.  

Ruize Sun et al (2013) reported when a water droplet arrives on the superhydrophilic 
TiO2 surface after UV illumination, it spreads on the surface in an extremely short 
time. As the spreading process occurs very quickly, the lower part of the droplet is 
stretched  and becomes a ultra-thin water film while the upper part remains spherical 
due to the effect of surface tension, thus forming a thin ‘meniscus bridge’ at the join. 
With continued spreading of the water drop, the meniscus bridge becomes thinner 
and thinner. The final state of the meniscus bridge depends on the critical spread 
velocity of the initial droplet.   

Figure 7 illustrates a spherical particle is close to a plane surface with a continuous 
water film on superhydrophilic surface under wet conditions. It is known that a water 
droplet in contact with a superhydrophobic or superhydrophilic surface will 
spontaneously de-wet or spread (Cassie and Baxter, 1944; Wenzel, 1936).  

 
Fig 7. Thin water layer formed on coated Superhydrophilic surface 
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The formed thin water layer on the superhydrophilic region acts as a lubricant (Hu et 
al 1995; Xu et al, 1998; Zamora et al 2004; Feiler et al 2005; Karino and Shinbo 
2007;) and gradually increases during UV illumination. Due to the existence of such a 
thin water layer, dust particles will adhere to the thin water film surface instead of wall 
surface.   

In nature, the flow of rain water liquid films is essential for self-cleaning. It is 
important to know if such liquid film flow has enough power to detach the adhering 
dust particles from superhydrophilic surfaces.  

Wang (1990), and Soltani and Ahmadi (1998) studied the particle sliding detachment 
process.  Accordingly, when the external force parallel to the surface becomes larger 
than the friction force, the particle will be detached and removed by a sliding 
mechanism.   

 

Fig 8. Scheme of the different forces acting on the particle on superhydrophilic 
surface during runoff 

During runoff, to detach particles on the wall as shown in figure 8:  

  (G+Fdrag)－FB   ≥  Ff           
                (4) 

In this equation,  

   Ff = μsf∙(Fcap + Fvdw + Fsurf  - Flif)             
                   (5) 

Where μsf is the static friction coefficient between the solid particle and the liquid film 
formed on TiO2 superhydrophilic surface. 

We use Stokes’ law to evaluate the mean fluid dynamic drag force Fdrag acting on a 
solid object inside the runoff thin film: 

 

Fdrag=6∙μ∙R∙u∙               
                                      (6) 

The gravity acting on the particle is   

Solid particle 
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                                (7) 

The density of particle is assumed to be 5000 kg/m3. 

 

An upward water buoyancy force (FB), opposite to the gravity G is expressed as: 

      3

0
3

4
RgFB                             

                           (8) 

We use the lift equation (Anderson 2008) to evaluate the mean lift force Flif  acting on 
a solid object as follows: 

sliflif AUCF  2

2

1
                                          

(9) 

The cross-sectional area of a sphere microparticle with radius R is expressed as : 
2RAs                                           

 (10) 

For a spherical particle and small Reynolds number, a lift coefficient is assumed to 
be 0.3 and U equals to the mean cross-sectional velocity of the runoff. 

2215.0 RuFlif                                                       

 (11) 

 

The static friction coefficient μsf in Eq.(5) between the solid particle and the liquid film 
is in the range of μsf≤10-4, taking into account of ultra-thin water film as a lubricant. 
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS OF DUST PARTICLES SLIDING DETACHMENT 
MODEL  

 

 

Fig 9. Comparisons of the detachment forces and friction force in function of the 
microparticle radius at 10°C for the first rain event at 300 minutes (particle density 

is assumed to be: 5000 kg/m3)   

 

Figure 9 shows the comparisons of the detachment forces and friction force as a 
function of the microparticle radius at 10°C for the first rain event of 300 minutes. At 
this moment, the rain intensity was relatively high and the wind sustained the 
maximum speed. As can be seen from figure 6, at 300 minutes, water film runoff 
velocity is between V=0.02 m/s and V=0.105 m/s. Runoff has maximum velocity on 
coated surface (A=0.01). Runoff velocity decreases as the water absorption 
coefficient A increases. The detachment forces at different A values follow the same 
pattern as the runoff velocity. In this case, runoff velocity on coated surface (A=0.05) 
is higher than that of the uncoated surface. 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS  
 

Rainwater runoff from building façades is a complex process governed by a wide 
range of urban, building, material and meteorological parameters. Runoff is important 
for assessment of the self-cleaning action of façade surface coatings. 

This study presents the implementation and application of a rainwater runoff model 
based on the Nusselt solution on coupled to a 2D Heat-Air-Moisture (HAM) model. 
Commercial software WUFI 2D is used to calculate the absorption on a porous 
façade based on heat, air and moisture transfer inside porous façade during rain. 
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The calculation is performed with a realistic distribution of the impinging wind-driven-
rain (WDR) intensity, based on CFD simulations, and with meteorological data, on a 
10 hours basis. The impinging rain water that cannot be absorbed by the wall 
develops a film on the surface and runs down along the wall. The variation of runoff 
film thickness is described by a first-order hyperbolic partial differential equation. This 
equation is derived from the continuity equation, to which the wind-driven rain (WDR) 
intensity is added as source term and the capillary absorption flux by the porous wall 
is added as sink terms. 

The flow of the liquid film is essential for self-cleaning. To clean a surface, liquid has 
to transport along the impurities and run off them. It is the flowing liquid film that 
carries away the impurities.  

At the macroscale, our simulation results demonstrate that the façade surface coated 
with nano-TiO2 shows features which are more pronounced in increasing runoff water 
film thickness and velocity compared to the uncoated façade during a raining event. 
This suggests the positive effect on self-cleaning of a superhydrophilic surface.  

The dust particle-wall interaction was analyzed in this study and a particle 
detachment model was established. At the microscale, our simulation results 
demonstrate that under high relative humidity (>50%), the deposited dust at different 
sizes on the superhydrophilic wall surface can be easily detached by the runoff 
during raining with an assumption of a very low friction coefficient. Our study reveals 
that the higher the runoff velocity is and the thicker the runoff thickness is, the better 
the self-cleaning effect is. 
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Nomenclature 
 
A water absorption coefficient            

 

   
As cross-sectional area formed by the object (m2) 
     lift coefficient  
FB buoyancy force (N) 
Fcap capillary force (N) 
Fvdw van der Walls force (N) 
Fdrag drag force (N) 
Ff friction force (N) 
     lift force (N) 
Fsurf  surface tension force (N) 
      wall absorption flux              
   gravitational acceleration constant        
      wind driven rain intensity              
G   gravity force acting on the particle (N) 
h water film thickness (m) 
had adimensionalized water film thickness   
H  adimensionalion factor for the thickness (m) 
   particle mass          
R radius of the spherical particle ( ) 
t time (s) 
tad adimensionalized time  
T adimensionalion factor for time (s) 
u mean cross-sectional velocity formed by runoff thin film         
U Velocity of the fluid going through the object         
y height on the wall (m) 
  dynamic viscosity (          )  
μsf                static friction coefficient between the solid particle and the liquid film formed 
on TiO2  superhydrophilic surface                   
  kinematic viscosity of water          
  density          
   particle density          
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Abstract 
 

Valorization of low and medium temperature heat is a very relevant topic to be 
considered when designing nearly zero-energy buildings (2010/31/UE Directive) and 
also when considering 2009/28/EC Directive on the promotion of the use of energy 
from renewable sources. From the thermodynamic point of view, heat recovery covers 
a lot of technologies: vapor compression chillers and heat pumps, sorption machines, 
power cycles, cogeneration. A first aim of this paper is to analyze the main options for 
the above mentioned technologies from the energetic and exergetic point of view, 
elaborating on the impact of the heat source, the heat sink and the environment 
temperatures. In a more technical approach, humid air as heat source in the main 
psychrometric processes is studied. As in moderate climates new and energy retrofitted 
buildings are going to have more and more cooling demands with respect to heating 
ones, direct and indirect evaporative cooling air conditioning plant schemes are studied 
from the exergetic point of view. 

 
Keywords: Heat source – Heat sink – Exergy analysis – Psychrometric process – 
Evaporative cooling 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  

 
Today’s analysis and optimization methods for energy efficiency do not usually 
distinguish between different qualities of energy flows during the processes. Also in 
legislative acts, this way to proceed can produce relevant misunderstanding and 
distortions such as the ones of Legislative Decree 28/2011 (transposition of the 
European Directive 2009/28/EC in Italy) highlighted by AiCARR (Italian association of 
air conditioning, heating and refrigeration) (AiCARR, 2011). A first way to correctly 
assess energy flows from different sources may be done by reasoning in primary 
energy terms that is weighting the flows with the primary energy factors. The latters 
are not based on analytical ground or thermodynamic process analyses, yet they have 
been derived from statistical material and political discussion (CEN, 2014) (CTI, 2013) 
(AEEG, 2008). 
A more correct way of reasoning is well known by the theory of thermodynamics, that 
is the concept of exergy; it is stated to be the maximum work that can be obtained 
from an energy flow or by a change of the state of a system (in particular the 
exchange of the heat Q available at temperature T). The exergy content expresses 
the quality of an energy source or flow. Exergy analysis has been used in the last 
decades for optimization processes of power stations and, in general, where non-
renewable primary energy (fossil and nuclear) was used (Kaushik et al., 2011) 
(Boroumandjazi et al. 2013) (Kim et al., 2012) (Sayyaadi and Sabzaligol, 2009). Only 
in the last years exergy has been applied also where low and medium temperature 
heat is available, in particular to buildings (Balta, 2012) (Hepbasli, 2012) (Balta et al., 
2011) (Hepbasli, 2011) (Chou et al., 2004) (Chua et al., 2010) (Ozyurt and Ekinci, 
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2011) (Yucer and Hepbasli, 2011) (Lazzarin and Macor, 1989) (Galliani and 
Pedrocchi, 2006) (Dincer and Rosen, 2007) (Torio et al., 2009) (Buchin and Ziegler, 
2013). In this case, to maintain annual room temperatures in the range 20-26 °C (and 
relative humidity around 50 %), the exergy demand for applications in buildings air 
conditioning is naturally low, whereas this demand is satisfied normally with high 
quality sources, such as fossil fuels or using electricity. To the best knowledge of the 
authors, in no one of the previous studies the impact of variation of the temperatures 
of all the heat storage (source, sink and environment) has been studied from the 
exergetic point of view. 
 
In this paper we analyze different options for revalorization of low and medium 
temperature heat in buildings application, studying the impact of the variation in heat 
source, sink and environment temperatures both from energetic and exergetic point of 
view, also accounting for the cost of heat exchange. Direct power cycles to convert 
heat into mechanical work and reverse cycles to convert heat into cold or to “enhance” 
it to a higher temperature level have been considered. The technological options to do 
this are abundant: closed steam (or ORC) cycles, open steam cycles, combined heat 
and power by different prime motors, vapor compression chiller and heat pumps, 
sorption equipment.  
 
Another aspect to be taken into account is that, due to European legislation 
(2010/31/UE Directive), new and energy retrofitted buildings are going to have more 
and more cooling needs with respect to heating ones, due to the reduction of thermal 
losses and thus to the increase of the internal heat gains weight. Air conditioning is 
therefore increasing its relevance, especially in milder climates as the Italian one; in 
this context, air-side free cooling techniques can be a very interesting way to face 
cooling loads when outside air temperature is lower than desired indoor air 
temperature (ASHRAE, 1999) (Lazzarin and Noro, 2009). In particular, wet bulb 
economizer cycles (worth of a special attention because they allow to obtain greater 
energetic savings) such as direct evaporative cooling (DEC) and indirect evaporative 
cooling (IEC) are analyzed in this study by the energetic and exergetic point of view. 
Previously, the five key psychrometric processes (sensible heat and cooling, cooling 
with dehumidification, heating and humidification, evaporative cooling, adiabatic 
mixing) are considered, studying how the exergetic performance of the processes 
vary in function of the inlet air and of the outdoor environmental temperatures. 
 
2 METHODS 

2.1 Low and Medium Temperature Heat Valorization 

In this study “low” temperature is intended not to be higher than environment 
temperature (say below 100 °C), while “medium” temperature stands for 
temperatures which are above and even can reach 500-600 °C. Availability of heat at 
medium temperature is typical of industry (i.e. food and drink, mechanical, textile, 
paper, etc.) while low temperature heat is widely available also in energy production 
and HVAC plants. 
 
Very different options are available for valorization of low and medium temperature 
heat. Some of these which are state of the art, or technically feasible, or at least in 
discussion, are reported in (Buchin and Ziegler, 2013). In this study we considered 
the most widely diffused technologies as reported in Figure 1: they are classified by 
the type of thermodynamic cycle (direct, reverse, total energy systems) reporting an 
example of set temperatures of the heat entering (input, color red, underlined) or 
leaving (output, color green, not underlined) the devices. Power cycles using low and 
medium temperature heat can be realized by Rankine cycle, Stirling cycle (even if at 
temperature of 500-600 °C the efficiency is very low) or thermoelectric generators. 
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They convert heat at drive temperature Td in mechanical work, releasing heat to the 
environment at T0. Reverse cycles can be chillers, vapor compression (driven by 
mechanical work) or thermal compression (driven by heat at Td): they “produce” cold 
water or air at Tc releasing heat by the condenser (and the absorber in heat driven 
refrigerators) to the environment at temperature T0. Reverse cycles can be used also 
to upgrade heat from environment temperature T0 to Tu, by means of mechanical 
work (vapor compression) or heat at drive temperature Td (thermal compression). 
Among thermally driven reverse cycles we considered the heat transformer as well: it 
upgrades heat from a source at Ts to a useful level Tu with degrading part of it to the 
heat sink typically at environment temperature T0. 
In all these options the heat source or the heat sink corresponds to the environment. 
“Total energy” systems feature both the heat reservoirs at temperatures different 
from T0 (Figure 1). Three technologies are here considered: 
- reverse cycle with Tc<T0 and Tu>T0: this is a “multiuse unit” producing two useful 

effects (heating and cooling) simultaneously; 
- direct cycle with Tu>T0: this is a combined heat and power (CHP) plant, using a 

driving heat at Td (typically from fuel combustion but, in this context, it may be a 
medium temperature heat recovered from industrial processes) to “produce” 
mechanical work W and useful heat at Tu>T0; 

- reverse cycle with Ts>T0: this is a “high temperature” heat pump, using 
mechanical work to upgrade an heat source at temperature Ts>T0 to Tu>Ts 
(typically used in industry or district heating plants). 
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2.2 Energy, Exergy and Specific Cost Performances 

Table 1 gives the definition of efficiency indexes for each of the heat valorization 
technologies. These are the efficiency  for power cycles, the Coefficient of 
Performance (COP) for heat pumps and the Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) for 
refrigerators; for multiuse total energy systems the Total Energy Ratio (TER) can be 
defined as the ratio between the total useful energy (thermal energy + cooling 
energy) and the required mechanical work. We considered both the ideal (reversible 
cycles) and real indexes. The latters were set for typical equipment on the market. 
Exergy efficiency was calculated as the “rational” efficiency that is the ratio of the 
desired outputs and the required inputs (Lazzarin and Macor, 1989) (Galliani and 
Pedrocchi, 2006) (Dincer and Rosen, 2007) (Torio et al., 2009). Based on (Buchin 
and Ziegler, 2013) the specific cost ratio  was defined as the ratio of the overall heat 
turnover to the useful energy (that may be heat or work) (Eq. 1): 
 

usefuluseful

i

i

WQ

Q

or    


          (1) 

 
This is a measure of the cost for heat exchange to get the useful energy (Köhler and 
Ziegler, 2006). Ideal energy efficiency, exergy efficiency and specific cost ratio were 
calculated on the basis of temperature values of Figure 1 and reported as an 
example in Table 1. 
In the next sub-sections details are given on how the equations in Table 1 are 
derived; please look at Figure 1 and at the Nomenclature section for the meaning of 
all the symbols (symbols of thermal energy, cooling energy and mechanical work 
have to be intended as incorporating the sign). 
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2.2.1 Power cycle 
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2.2.2 Vapor Compression Chiller 
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2.2.3 Vapor Compression Heat Pump 
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2.2.4 Absorption Chiller 
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2.2.5 Absorption Heat Pump 

Ideal energy efficiency: 
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2.2.6 Heat Transformer 
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2.2.7 Multiuse Unit 

Ideal energy efficiency: 
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2.2.8 Combined Heat and Power 
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Ideal energy efficiency: 
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2.2.9 High Temperature Heat Pump 

Ideal energy efficiency: 
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2.3 Summary Considerations on Energy, Exergy and Specific Cost 
Performances 
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A summary of all the equations of the previous sub-sections is given in Table 1. As 
can be seen, in direct and reverse cycles the exergy efficiency is the ratio between 
real and ideal efficiency, assuming the meaning of measure of thermodynamic 
quality. It varies in function of the temperatures set as irreversibilities, of course, 
change with temperature and, especially, with temperature differences. For the 
typical temperatures set in Figure 1 a thermodynamic quality of the processes around 
0.5 is reached. 
 
It has to be highlighted that those temperatures which have a large impact on 
efficiency will have a large impact on cost, also. Note in Table 1 that in the cases of 
the heat driven heat pump and the multiuse system the relative heat turnover does 
not depend on the temperatures and so on the efficiency: all input heat is turned into 
useful heat in the former, all input work and heat are converted into useful effect 
(heat and cold) in the latter. In all other cases, increasing efficiency is the only way to 
reduce the turnover of heat. The heat pumps (vapor and thermal compression) 
definitely show the best results, especially in multiuse systems where heat is 
produced by subtracting energy from a sink at a temperature lower than environment. 
Cogeneration allows similar performances, decreasing the specific cost by increasing 
the thermal efficiency (heat recovery) of the unit. From this point of view, it is clear 
what the problem of producing power from low-temperature heat is: as the efficiency 
of the power plant is relatively small, the turnover of heat as compared to the power 
output is large.  
 
The sensitivity of the efficiency indexes on the temperatures were investigated by 
using the derivatives. Table 2 gives the derivatives with respect to all the relevant 
temperatures, normalized with the respective efficiency index. In a later section the 
results in terms of these normalized derivatives in function of the temperatures for 
each option will be presented. Before to do so, psychrometric processes of humid air 
and evaporative cooling techniques will be looked at in more detail. 
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2.4 Psychrometric Processes and Air Conditioning  

Low temperature heat is widely available in HVAC plants when considering the air 
flows treated by air handling units.  
 
Previous few studies were developed on exergy analysis of key psychrometric 
processes. Qureshi and Zubair (2003) analyzed various psychrometric processes 
and performed some parametric studies to see the effect of mass ratio and relative 
humidity on the performance of the system. Energy and exergy analyses of an 
experimental open-cycle desiccant cooling system were conducted by Kanoglu et al. 
(2004) and obtained an exergy efficiency of 11 % for the system. Kanoglu et al. 
(2007) studied each of the five basic psychrometric processes from exergy point of 
view and conducted a parametric study of heating with humidification process. In 
another study, Kilkis (2004) analyzed the environmental problems associated with 
the amount of exergy destructed elaborating an analytical optimization and control 
algorithm. Ratlamwala and Dincer (2013) studied five basic psychrometric processes 
both energetically and exergetically based on three different energy and exergy 
efficiency definitions: the parametric studies conducted to investigate the effect of 
variations in ambient temperature, ambient relative humidity and inlet temperature 
showed how different definitions of efficiencies can give different results which are far 
away from each other. Marletta (2010) used exergy analysis to assess the 
performance of the three most common air conditioning plant schemes: all-air, dual-
duct and fan-coil systems. 
 
In this study, we examine six key psychrometric processes (sensible heating or 
cooling, cooling and dehumidification, heating and humidification, evaporative cooling 
– direct and indirect –, adiabatic mixing) from energy and exergy points of view. Each 
of the six systems is modeled by mass, energy and exergy balance in order to 
investigate the effect of inlet air temperature T1 and environment temperature T0 
(reference state) on the energetic and exergetic efficiencies (Table 3). It has to be 
stated that there is some discussion in literature about the definition of exergy 
efficiency of psychrometric processes (Ratlamwala and Dincer, 2013) (Marletta, 
2010) (Wepfer et al., 1979) (Bejan, 2006) (Wark, 1995) (Ren and Li, 2002). As for the 
previous section, here we considered the “rational” exergy efficiency as described in 
(Kanoglu et al., 2007) and (Ratlamwala and Dincer, 2013). In the table the following 
definitions (Equations 2-4) have to be considered respectively for the thermal power 
Q  exchanged by coils, the stream flow exergy   and the destroyed exergy destXE : 
 

coolingfor   0           heatingfor   0  QQ        (2) 
 

%50     C 10      )( 00000  TssThh       (3) 
 

gendest STXE   0           (4) 
 
For the evaporative cooling techniques, we referred to Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the 
configuration of the Air Handling Units (AHU) and to the Equations 5-8 for the 
calculations of air thermodynamic variables in Figure 3 (Lazzarin and Noro, 2009) 
(Lazzarin, 2007).  
In particular, in the case of Indirect Evaporative Cooling (IEC) (Figure 3), inside air 
flow GO is humidified before being exhausted: its temperature decreases so it can be 
possible to cool outside air flow by means of a sensible heat exchanger. 
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In this case it is possible a free cooling effect also when outside air enthalpy h1 is 
greater than inside air hA. It is sufficient that enthalpy after indirect heat exchange (h2) 
is lower than hA. The effect is to extend the free cooling zone in the psychrometric 
diagram, using the lower enthalpy of inlet air (outside air flow G1 can be increased till 
the whole inlet flow to maximize free cooling effect). 
 
It is possible to calculate the temperature of the exhausted air flow GO just after the 
adiabatic saturator w, tC (Equation 5) (usually GO = ∙GE  with   ≤ 1  to have a 
slight extra-pressure in the inside ambient): 
 

)( max,

max,

ACsatAOC

AC

AC
sat xxxxx

xx

xx





 

    (5) 
 
In the best case, G1 can reach tC temperature (and x1 humidity ratio): these two 
conditions determinate the lowest enthalpy value of outside air flow (h2,min) (Equation 
6). 
 

))));;(;(((()1( 111min,2 xTxTTTThhhh AAAsatAsatA     (6) 
 
So h2 can be calculated by the knowledge of the sensible heat exchanger 
effectiveness  (Equation 7): 
 

)()1(      
)()1(

min,2112

min,21

21 hhhh
hh

hh





 




  (7) 
 
Now it is possible to determinate humidity ratio xC and temperature t2 (Equation 8): 
 

);();( 122 xhtthtxx ACC         (8) 
 
It must be h2 < hA to get energy saving increasing outside air flow besides minimum 
value (ventilation air flow).  
 

 
Figure 2. AHU scheme with direct evaporative cooling (courtesy Carel Spa) (Lazzarin 
and Noro, 2009) 
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Figure 3. AHU scheme with indirect evaporative cooling (courtesy Carel Spa) 
(Lazzarin and Noro, 2009) 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Sensitivity of Energy and Exergy Efficiencies 

The derivatives according to Table 2 were plotted against the “heat input” 
temperature (Td or Ts depending on the specific solution considered) for thermal 
driven machines (both direct and reverse cycles) and against the “useful heat” 
temperature (Tu or Tc) for mechanical work driven options. This was done in Figure 4 
to Figure 8 for a set of other temperatures as reported in Figure 1.  
 

  
Figure 4. Relative change of the energy and exergy efficiency indexes and specific 
cost with driving heat temperature for power cycle (left) and cogeneration (right) (h 
means ; s means ) 
 

  
Figure 5. Relative change of the energy and exergy efficiency indexes and specific 
cost with useful heat temperature for vapor compression machines (h means ; s 
means ) 
 

  
Figure 6. Relative change of the energy and exergy efficiency indexes and specific 
cost with driving heat temperature for thermal driven machines (h means ; s means 
) 
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Figure 7. Relative change of the energy and exergy efficiency indexes and specific 
cost with source heat temperature for heat transformer (left) and with upgraded heat 
temperature for high temperature heat pump (right) (h means ; s means ) 
 

  
Figure 8. Relative change of the energy and exergy efficiency indexes and specific 
cost with useful heat (left) and cold (right) temperatures for multiuse unit (h means ; 
s means ) 
 
The impact of the temperatures on the ex for direct cycles (power plant operated by 
low-temperature heat and combined heat and power plant, Figure 4) is the smaller 
the higher the driving temperature is. It is the smallest of all the valorization options 
considered in this study, in the order of 1-2 % K-1 for power cycle and of 0.1-0.2 % K-1 
for CHP for realistic temperatures. The difference between the impact of the two 
temperatures (Td, T0 and Td, Tu respectively) is marginal. 
 
For compression heat pumps (Figure 5) the impact of the temperatures on the exergy 
efficiency and the COP is higher (2-4 % K-1) than for heat driven heat pumps (Figure 
6) (0.5-2 % K-1). However, while for VC HPs the influence of the sink Tu is quite 
similar to the environment T0, for absorption heat pumps the influence of Tu is the 
strongest and the influence of driving temperature Td is the smallest, for both COP 
and ex. For vapor compression chillers the impact of temperatures is on the same 
order of magnitude of VC HPs, but reverse (Figure 5). 
 
For high temperature heat pumps (Figure 7) the relevance of the impact of useful 
heat and source heat temperatures varying Tu is negligible for exergy efficiency and 
specific cost ratio, while it is in the order of some percent per kelvin for COP for 
realistic temperatures. For the heat transformer (Figure 7) the relative impact (on all 
the three energy, exergy and cost figures) of the high temperature heat sink 
temperature Tu does not change with temperature Ts. Therefore, it is comparably 
small for small heat source temperatures, but for high heat source temperatures it 
becomes important in comparison with the relative changes with source Ts and 
environment T0. However, all derivatives are in the order of 1-3 % K-1. 
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An important result may be found looking at the left graph of Figure 6 for the 
absorption refrigerators: derivatives of EER and ex with respect to sink temperature 
(environment at T0) are about a factor of 2 larger than for the other processes 
previously analyzed. So, it may be stated that waste heat driven chillers are most 
sensitive to the respective temperatures. 
 
Finally, for multiuse units the impacts of useful heat and cold temperatures on energy 
index TER are in the order of 2-4 % K-1; the impact on the exergy efficiency is null for 
derivatives with respect to Tu and always higher than 4 % K-1 for derivatives with 
respect to Tc. So the impact of the heat source temperature (“cold produced”) is by 
far the largest. 
 

3.2 Energy and Exergy Analysis of Psychrometric Processes and Evaporative 
Free Cooling Techniques 

Inlet temperature (T1) and ambient temperature (T0) were varied to see their effect on 
the exergetic efficiency of each of the system in Table 3 (Figure 9 and Figure 10). 
The results are here summarized for each process: 
 
- sensible heating: exergy destruction in the system increases till certain ambient 

temperature and then start decreasing, that is why the exergetic efficiencies 
decrease until 25 °C (from 0.44 to 0.12) and then start increasing (from 0.12 to 
0.17). Exergy efficiency shows a significant increase with increase in the inlet 
temperature, from 0.05 at T1=-20 °C till 0.64 at 20 °C (less exergy destruction 
with increase in the inlet temperature); 
 

- sensible cooling: exergy efficiency is very high during winter (low ambient 
temperature T0), when nevertheless this process is useful for refrigeration only 
(not for air conditioning unless particular cases), but it strongly decreases when 
ambient temperature increases. Varying the inlet temperature T1 the efficiency 
increases, going from 0.73 to 0.95 in the temperature range 20-60 °C; 

 
- heating with humidification: similar consideration as the previous ones for 

sensible heating con be done, but with lower values of exergetic efficiency as a 
larger amount of exergy is destroyed with the humidification process; 

 
- cooling with dehumidification: Figure 9 explains how variation in inlet temperature 

affects the performance of the system. Exergetic efficiency is found to be 
decreasing from 0.79 to 0.12 with increase in the inlet temperature from 20 °C to 
60 °C, while it decreases from 0.6 to zero with increase in the ambient 
temperature (Figure 10); 

 
- adiabatic mixing: the exergy destruction during the mixing process increases with 

increase in ambient temperature so a lesser exergetic efficiency of the process is 
obtained (Figure 10). Given the hypotheses in Table 3, Figure 9 depicts the 
performance varying inlet temperature: when T1 is much lower than the other 
mixing air flow the exergy destruction is high and increases with T1, while when 
T1 assumes values around or higher than T1’ the exergy destruction is much lower 
(exergy efficiency reaches 100 % and then decreases); 

 
- direct and indirect evaporative cooling: the exergetic efficiency is observed to be 

increasing from 0.23 to 0.71 with increase in inlet temperature from 20 °C to 60 
°C for the latter process; the former one features a much better performance, 
above all at medium temperatures (Figure 9). Increasing the ambient temperature 
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the exergetic performances decrease (Figure 10), from 0.98 to zero for direct 
evaporative cooling and from 0.67 to zero for indirect process when T0 varies, 
respectively, in the ranges -6-32 °C and -6-26 °C. 

 

 
Figure 9. Effect of variation in inlet temperature T1 on exergetic efficiency of the six 
processes described in Table 3. Values refer to typical ranges of temperature for 
each process, considering T1=20 °C as a threshold between heating and cooling 
processes 
 

 
Figure 10. Effect of variation in ambient temperature T0 on exergetic efficiency of the 
six processes described in Table 3 
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Figure 11. Relative change of the exergy efficiency with inlet temperature. Values 
refer to typical ranges of temperature for each process, considering T1=20 °C as a 
threshold between heating and cooling processes 
 
Finally, a similar study to the previous one for low and medium temperature heat 
valorization was conducted: the sensitivity of the exergy efficiency on the inlet 
temperature T1 was investigated by using the derivatives, normalized with the 
efficiency and plotted against the inlet temperature (Figure 11). Substantially, all the 
processes feature a decrease in the normalized sensitivity with the increase of T1, 
that is the hotter the inlet temperature, the less sensible the variation of exergy 
efficiency. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Fundamental relationships studying the impact of the temperature of the heat source 
and sink on performance in the field of valorization of low and medium temperature 
heat have been presented in this study. Concentrating on exergy, the solutions here 
presented feature different behaviors: the impact of sink temperature is predominant 
in direct cycles and cogeneration plants; heat pumps are more sensitive to 
environment (heat source) temperature when considering vapor compression 
technology and to useful heat (heat sink) temperature when thermal compression is 
considered. Refrigerators and multiuse units feature a similar behavior: they are 
more sensitive to the temperature of the cold “produced” (heat source) with vapor 
compression and to the temperature of the environment (heat sink) with absorption 
chillers. For the sake of efficiency, the driving temperature difference must be small 
which in turn necessitates large heat transfer areas. Heat pumps seem to be the 
most cost-efficient devices for valorization of low temperature heat. Of course a rising 
ambient or heat sink temperature in any case reduces efficiency. This effect is 
especially large for heat driven cooling machines. 
 
Studying psychrometric processes from the exergetic point of view, the main results 
are that sensible cooling and evaporative cooling techniques are the most efficient 
technologies, while cooling with dehumidification is much penalized above all at high 
inlet air and environment temperature. The normalized sensitivity of exergy efficiency 
of these best technologies is decreasing when inlet air temperature is increasing. 
Finally, the author wants to highlight that every real practical system has a large 
number of small heat sinks and other losses; for example, electrically driven heat 
pumps supply useful heat at the condenser also by electric motor dissipation heat, 
while the same heat is a further cooling load for the same machine operating as 
(electrically driven) chiller. Cogeneration plants can produce useful heat at two 
different temperature/enthalpy levels, or they can produce useful cooling energy 
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(trigeneration). Furthermore, no real thermal energy losses have been considered in 
this work (radiation to the environment, friction, etc.); from this point of view, it is 
worth to stress the idealized character of this study, giving however a theoretical limit 
to the maximum energy and exergy efficiency of the most diffused HVAC equipment. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbols 
AHU Air Handling Unit 
CHP Combined Heat and Power plant 
COP Coefficient Of Performance 
DEC Direct Evaporative Cooling 
EER Energy Efficiency Ratio 

XE  exergy (W) 
h specific enthalpy (J kg-1) 
HP Heat Pump 
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HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
IEC Indirect Evaporative Cooling 
m  mass flow rate (kg s-1) 
ORC Organic Rankine Cycle 
Q heat or cold (thermal energy) (J) 
Q  thermal power (W) 
s specific entropy (J kg-1 K-1) 
S  stream flow entropy (W K-1) 
T temperature (°C) 
TER Total Energy Ratio 
VC vapor compression 
W mechanical work (J) 
x humidity ratio (kgvap kga

-1) 
X can be , EER, COP, TER, I 
 
Greek symbols 
 ratio between recirculated and inlet air flows in IEC 
 adiabatic saturator efficiency 
 relative humidity 
 efficiency 
 specific cost ratio 
 heat exchanger (recuperator) effectiveness 
 stream flow exergy (J kg-1) 
 
Subscripts 
0 environment, reference state 
1 refers to the inlet thermodynamic state in DEC and IEC 
1’ refers to the second air flow in adiabatic mixing process 
2 refers to the thermodynamic state of inlet air flow after the (direct) adiabatic 

saturator in DEC and of outdoor air flow after the heat exchanger 
(recuperator) in IEC 

I first law of thermodynamics 
a dry air 
A refers to the thermodynamic state of indoor ambient air flow 
c cold 
C refers to the thermodynamic state of outlet air flow after the (indirect) 

adiabatic saturator in IEC 
d drive 
dest destroyed 
el electric 
ex exergetic 
gen generated 
i ideal 
in inlet 
inf infinite 
max maximum 
min minimum 
O refers to the thermodynamic state of outlet air flow after the heat exchanger 

(recuperator) in IEC 
out outlet 
r real 
s source 
u upgrade 
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useful useful thermal energy or mechanical work 
v vapor 
w water 
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ABSTRACT 
Data on electricity consumption patterns relating to different end uses in 
domestic houses in Botswana is virtually non-existent, despite the fact that 
the total electricity consumption patterns are available. This can be attributed 
to the lack of measured and quantified data and in other instances the lack of 
modern technology to perform such investigations. This paper presents 
findings from initial studies that are envisaged to bridge the gap. Electricity 
consumption patterns of 275 domestic households in Gaborone (the capital 
city of Botswana) have been studied. This was carried out through a 
questionnaire survey and electricity measurements. Households were 
categorized based on the number of people occupying the house. From the 
study, it was evident that the number of people influences the amount of 
energy a household use although this cannot be treated as an independent 
factor when assessing energy use. The study also indicated that heating, 
cooling and domestic hot water (DHW) account for over 30% of energy used 
in the home. This is worth considering in energy consumption reduction 
measures. Due to a small sample size, it would not be wise to draw sweeping 
conclusions from the analysis of this paper or to make statements that would 
be aimed at influencing policies. However, the results presented forms a 
formidable base for further research, which is currently on going.  

 
KEYWORDS: Botswana,  Electricity consumption; Domestic; Monitoring, trends  

 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  

Botswana is a country currently faced with a widespread dearth of electricity supply. 
This is mainly because Botswana depends largely on energy imports, which puts a 
strain on power security. Since 2008, Botswana has been importing more than 80% 
of its energy supply each year (Essah and Ofetotse, 2014) mainly from the power 
company Eskom, in South Africa (at least 70% imported). With countries that export 
energy to Botswana experiencing energy shortages of their own and cutting back on 
exported power, there is pressure for Botswana to generate its own energy. In light of 
this, plans have been underway for self-sufficiency in electricity supply. However, 
until the new power station (Morupule B) is fully operational, which is currently in 
question as there have been several unit failures since 2012, the country has to 
grapple with load shedding.  
 

1.1. Structure of Power Company 
Botswana’s power company is autonomous (one state owned) in all its totality. 
Botswana power corporation (BPC) is the sole company responsible for generation, 
transmission and distribution of electricity in the country. The corporation comprises 
of two thermal power plants namely: Morupule A (132 MW capacity) and Morupule B 
(proposed estimate of 600 MW capacity). The source of fuel for both plants is coal, 
supplied from the adjacent Morupule colliery. The Morupule A power station has 
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been in existence since 1986 and has reached the last stages of its useful life hence 
experiencing production challenges. Its operational capacity has been declining over 
the years reaching an all-time low of 40 MW in 2011 compared to 100 MW when it 
was commissioned. In 2013, Morupule A power station could only supply 1% of the 
country’s energy supply (BPC, 2013). It is therefore critical that Morupule A is 
refurbished to restore it to its dependable capacity. Botswana has approved 
commencement of refurbishments as of 2013 and the Morupule A is expected to be 
back in operation by 2017 (BPC, 2013). While refurbishments are underway for 
Morupule A, Morupule B power plant has contributed significantly to the country’s 
energy supply. In 2013, the plant contributed to 19% of the country’s energy supply 
(BPC, 2013). However, although it is envisaged to have potential, this is not without 
challenges. The power plant’s proposed installed capacity (600 MW) was to be 
commissioned in stages of 150 MW from 2012. In 2013, two units were 
commissioned and the other two were completed in 2014. Nevertheless, in October 
2014 three units went out of operation due to technical problems that included boiler 
failures leading to shortage of power in the country. Therefore until the Morupule A 
plant in refurbished and Morupule B is fully operational, Botswana has to grapple with 
acute shortage of power, reliance on imports and rolling power outages. 
 
During peak hours, which have been identified to be between 0600-1000hrs and 
1800-2200hrs energy demand outstrips available supply (BPC, 2013). Therefore, 
BPC has resorted to scheduled load shedding to balance grid demand and supply. 
However, even with a well-documented load-shedding schedule in place, during 
times when localities energy demand exceeds 50MW, areas outside the load 
shedding schedule are also affected (BPC, 2013). Therefore, unexpected power cuts 
for many cities, townships and suburbs do occur on a daily basis. Of all the sectors of 
the economy (i.e. mining, commercial, government and domestic), the domestic 
sector (which contributes to 23% of the country’s energy consumption on average) is 
mostly affected by the power cuts thereby affecting people’s productivity. As a result, 
there is a great need for measures to be taken to identify possible solutions and 
manage the country’s energy to reduce load shedding. In this instance, the first 
sector worth starting with is the domestic sector. 
 
The national grid provides the majority of electricity in Botswana. However, plans are 
underway to provide non-grid electricity to remote and rural areas of the country 
where the costs of drawing electricity power-lines may be prohibitive. BPC has now 
collaborated with Electricity de France (EDF) and formed a private company- BPC 
Lesedi, which operates through a franchise model to provide renewable energy 
products and services. At the end of March 2013, BPC Lesedi was supplying and 
servicing 600 households with solar home systems accounting for a total installed 
capacity of 100kW (BPC, 2014a). This renewable energy initiative assists in 
providing power to remote and rural areas of the country. However, the vast majority 
of electricity supply in Botswana is still distributed by the national grid. Additionally, 
even though plans and strategies exist to increase the number of small isolated grids 
in rural areas; rural electrification is first and foremost a matter of extending the 
national grid. This means that the more households are connected to the grid the 
more pressure on the national grid to balance demand and supply for energy to be 
available to all. 
 
To manage that which is available there is a noteworthy need for a comprehensive 
understanding of patterns of energy use in the domestic sector in an effort to promote 
conservation, efficient use, technology implementation and energy source switching 
(Swan and Ugursal, 2009). Understanding the trends/patterns of energy use in the 
domestic sector has a significant impact on energy management both regionally and 
nationwide. This is because the residential sector is characterised by prevalent 
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morning and evening peaks, variable occupancy patterns and building structures that 
make it difficult to predict energy consumption of the sector (Rankin and Rousseau, 
2008). Furthermore, energy consumption of other sectors is generally better 
understood because of their more centralised ownership, self-interest and expertise 
in reducing energy consumption (Swan and Ugursal, 2009). Other sectors also have 
high levels of regulation and documentation while the same cannot be said about the 
residential sector. Additionally, domestic electricity loads largely comprise of small 
number of appliances with mass penetration rates that require identification for load 
shifting and/or energy management (Finn et al., 2013). Zhang et al. (2012) ascertain 
that residential energy consumption is a complex issue highly related to the physical 
characteristics of homes in which people live, the electrical appliances within the 
homes and the occupancy behaviour of the energy users thereby making the sector 
of much interest to researchers. There is therefore a general interest in 
understanding the detailed consumption characteristics of the residential sector in an 
effort to promote conservation, efficiency, technology implementation and energy 
source switching more so in the case of Botswana. 
 
This paper presents an initial study that attempts to develop an understanding of 
energy usage patterns in the Botswana domestic sector and how this usage impacts 
on the nation’s total energy consumption. The study investigates current trends in 
electricity consumption in households in one city (Gaborone) through the analysis of 
a recent self-administered questionnaire survey. Gaborone has 231,592 people living 
in 74, 963 households. Altogether, results from 275 households (by no means 
representative of the whole Gaborone city) have been used in this study. The study 
plays a significant role in analyzing energy consumption in Botswana considering the 
lack of energy data. The aim of this work is to improve the current understanding of 
electricity consumption in Botswana domestic buildings, to identify the trends in 
consumption of different appliance groups and their possible impact. 
 
2 HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY USE 

 
A better understanding of energy consumption drivers has become an increasingly 
pressing issue all over the world and numerous attempts have been made to identify 
the drivers through different approaches. Among these is work by Wood and 
Newborough (2003) who identified micro-level activities such as the difference in the 
length of time  taken to do an activity and the availability of appliances, age of a 
house and behavioural patterns as influential factors for energy consumption in 
households. This also accounts for why households with similar characteristics have 
different energy consumption profiles. Tso and Yau (2003) investigated how housing 
types (government subsidized home ownership scheme, private development, village 
house), household characteristics (age of the house, size of the house in square feet, 
household income, the number of household members) and appliance ownership 
(i.e. the type and number of appliances available in the household) influence energy 
consumption in households.  The results of the study indicated that all factors 
investigated have significant effects on household energy consumption. 
 
Firth et al. (2008) indicated that the type and number of appliances in the property, 
and the use of these appliances by the occupants generally influence energy 
consumption in households. In another study, O’Doherty et al. (2008) identified 
house value (price), household income, house age (year the house was built), 
dwelling type (detached, semi-detached), tenure (owned, rented), house location (city 
versus rural area), occupancy period (years lived in the house), household 
composition (age variation of occupants) and social status (e.g. semi-skilled, 
unskilled) to influence energy consumption either negatively or positively. In addition, 
Yohanis et al. (2008) identified size of the house (floor area), location, type of 
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dwelling, age of the house, number of occupants, occupation (employed, students, 
retired), household income, age of the occupants and appliance ownership as factors 
that influence energy consumption. In their study, McLoughlin et al. (2012) ranked 
the factors that influence energy consumption according to the number of times they 
were cited in the literature they reviewed. Some of the factors identified by the 
authors include dwelling type (e.g. detached, semidetached), household income, age 
of the occupants, appliance holdings, number of occupants, location, household 
composition, appliance rating, floor area, time of use, weekday/ weekend, 
external/internal temperature, dwelling age, number of rooms, 
occupation/employment status, tenure type, disposable income and number of 
bedrooms among others. McLoughlin et al. (2012) used these factors to analyse the 
effect of dwelling, occupant characteristics and household appliances on total 
electricity consumption, maximum demand, load factor and time of use (ToU) of 
maximum electricity consumption. The results of which indicated a strong link 
between the parameters. 
 
From the reviewed literature it can be concluded that there are several determinants 
of energy consumption in houses but the most commonly cited are location (city or 
rural), type (detached, flat, semi-detached), tenure type (owned, rented), size 
(number of rooms, number of bedrooms or floor area), household income, number of 
occupants, appliance holding and rating, household composition (age variation, 
occupation), day of the week (weekday or weekend), weather and behavioural 
patterns. It is therefore worth investigating how some of these factors affect energy 
use  in Botswana households.  
 
3 TYPE AND SOURCES OF DATA 

 

National statistics provide annual totals of domestic electricity consumption often as 
avarage values. These statistics provide useful information on residential sector 
energy consumption at regional and national levels. However, they do not provide 
details of individual end-uses, such as energy consumption for space heating, 
cooling and other major residential applications. The more detailed source of energy 
consumption data in most countries is the billing records of energy suppliers which 
gives information of energy consumption of each dwelling on a monthly basis. 
However, overall energy consumption of a household alone without additional 
appliance consumption, economic and demographic characteristics information 
leaves a huge gap in any attempt to assess the energy use of the households (Swan 
and Ugursal, 2009). 
 
In view of limitations of the data from various statistics sources, housing surveys 
have become very significant in an attempt to bridge the gap and provide detailed 
household information. These surveys usually target a representative sample of the 
population and typically attempt to determine the drivers of energy consumption. In 
addition, the surveys usually attempt to obtain the energy supplier’s billing data to 
correlate energy consumption of the households with their characteristics (Swan and 
Ugursal, 2009). Examples of surveys that have been conducted in some countries 
includes the National Survey of Housing Quality (NSHQ) in Ireland which was a study 
that obtained detailed information from a representative sample of over 40 000 
households on characteristics of dwellings and their members (Watson and Williams, 
2003). The Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) in the United States 
conducted by the US energy department covered questions on housing type and 
size, demographic characteristics of the household occupants, the ownership and 
related information of all common gas or electricity operated appliances in the 
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household.  This survey is conducted on a quadrennial basis and has been used by 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) in their energy audits (EIA, 2009).  
 
In most countries, the published government sources and survey results about 
energy use makeup useful databases, which can be used to assess and model 
energy use. Such information is non-existent in Botswana. To date the only 
information that is available about residential energy consumption in Botswana is the 
total annual consumption of the residential sector from the BPC annual reports (BPC, 
2014a). The reports do not provide details of individual end-uses (such as energy 
consumption for space heating, space cooling, domestic hot water and appliances as 
well as other major applications) although these details are required for accurate and 
cost effective assessment of energy use. In addition, because of shortage of energy 
supply, the actual consumption does not reflect the demand. This is because 
supply shortages has led to rationing and or load shedding leading to 
unfulfilled demand and consumption figures reflecting demand, which is 
constrained by supply factors. It is therefore important that extensive surveys be 
carried out in countries without basic databases to bridge the information gap. 
 
3.1 Energy Surveys and  Energy Monitoring 

 
Surveys form the bases of gathering disaggregated information on energy use 
however; they are limited due to data collection difficulties and cost hence it is 
imperative that the selected sample is highly representative of the population being 
surveyed. In addition, they can be highly subjective in that the outcomes are 
dependent on the recollection of the respondents, which may not necessarily be 
accurate. Therefore, to reduce the subjectivity of surveys and provide details that 
surveys are not able to provide accurately, energy monitoring is usually used. With 
this method, monitoring devices are placed on energy consuming devices within 
households to determine their component of the house energy consumption and their 
usage profile as a function of time. Energy monitoring does not by any means 
undermine the significance of surveys but are used to augment and substantiate 
information obtained from them. 
 
Many studies have made use of monitored data for example Firth et al. (2008) 
conducted high-resolution 5-minutely measurements of household electricity 
consumption on 72 UK households over a 2 year period. In this research five 
minutely average values of photovoltaic (PV) system electricity generation, import of 
electricity from the grid and export of electricity to the grid were recorded by current 
and voltage sensors and pulsed output meters. The meters recorded over 200 000 
data values for each individual household over the 2-year period and the data was 
downloaded using public telephone network. Yohanis et al. (2008) carried out 
electricity measurements in 27 households using half hour load meters installed in 
series with normal utility meters over a year (December 2003 to February 2004). 
Each meter had a mobile telephone unit that enabled remote downloading of stored 
electricity average load. Ueno et al. (2006) carried out end-use electric power and 
room temperature measurements every 30 minutes for nine residential houses in 
Kyoto, Japan. The monitoring component consisted of a load survey meter (EUM) 
that measures electric power consumption for each home appliance. The measured 
data was sent to the network control unit (NCU) through the distribution lines 
throughout the house. Data was then collected through telephone lines, every night 
by a computer in the authors’ laboratory. Bagge and Johansson (2011) used data 
loggers to measure total building electric power consumption and water flow every 6 
seconds over 5 days including weekend. The study was conducted in 72 Swedish 
apartments. . It would be noted that even with energy monitoring in place, all these 
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studies conducted surveys in the form of questionnaires to determine the 
demographics and household composition of houses. For example, Yohanis et al. 
(2008) conducted a survey over more than 200 households in Northern Ireland 
before reducing the sample size (for the purpose of analyses) to a representative 
sample of 27 households for further investigation through electricity load 
measurements.  Therefore, the combination of surveys and energy measurements is 
necessary to assess household energy use. 
 
There are numerous methods of measuring electricity consumption, which is 
evidenced by the studies outlined above in which different electricity measuring 
methods were used. Firth et al. (2008) identifies two main approaches to measuring 
energy use which are whole house and individual appliances monitoring. Whole 
house measurements involve measuring the energy consumption of the entire house 
at a high resolution. Here metering hardware is placed on or near the circuit breaker 
or utility meter of the house. The metering device usually have three parts: a sensor 
which simply clips around the outside of one of the wires in an electric meter, a 
battery operated transmitter unit which sends the information picked up by the sensor 
and a battery or mains operated wireless display unit.  Individual appliance 
monitoring involves placing metering hardware between a socket and the plug of the 
individual appliances or on a collection of appliances being measured. The meters 
then provide energy consumption of each appliance as a function of time either 
instantaneously or by storing the data for later retrieval.The only hurdle about this 
type of energy consumption measurement is that some major energy consuming 
appliances like the cooker and the electric water heater as in the case of this study 
are hard wired or use different plug styles than standardised household appliances 
which make it difficult to measure their energy consumption. One way of overcoming 
the huddle would have been to use a multivoice system as in the case of the UK 
household electricity survey (Zimmermann et al., 2012). However due to the 
prohibitive costs of the multivoice system and the need for electricians, in this study 
only whole house and individual appliance monitoring for appliances that could be 
plugged into monitoring devices were carried out. 
 
4 METHODOLOGY 

Due to the lack of data on energy consumption in Botswana, data was collated to 
develop a better understanding of the Botswana domestic energy usage patterns. 
Through self-designed questionnaires, a survey was conducted. Household surveys 
were followed by energy measurements of two houses to investigate the energy 
usage patterns in households and how these differ from variables gathered through 
questionnaires. 
 
4.1 Household Surveys 

Gathering data was between December 2013 to March 2014 and September 2014, 
lasting for four months in total. All together 400 questionnaires were administered in 
different localities of Gaborone and 290 were received back. Of the 290 
questionnaires received, fifteen were discarded due to lack of completion leaving 275 
fully completed questionnaires to be used for data analysis. It can be noted that the 
sample size for of this study is by no means representative of the total households in 
Gaborone. However, the study (which is ongoing) provides the foundation for 
substantial data gathering and understanding of the possible energy trends in 
households and possible challenges in collecting data. The study also formed the 
basis for further investigations, which are ongoing. 
 
The questionnaire was designed with three main sections forming the focus for data 
collection. Section 1 was designed to integrate basic but detailed information about 
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households such as; house type, size (floor area) and income bracket. This was to 
assess how household characteristics would affect energy consumption. Section 2 
was designed to gather information relating to household occupants. This included 
the number of people in a house, number of adults and children, the ages of the 
occupants, occupation, gender and time spent at home excluding sleeping hours. 
The object of the section was to assess how occupancy behavior and household 
composition influence energy consumption. Section 3 investigated appliance 
ownership, usage levels and model brand name as well as make. This was so that 
power ratings could be obtained by referring to the manufacturer’s specification 
according to a master list of wattage information collected from various 
manufacturers. For ease of identification, nine categories of appliances were 
identified based on the purpose for which they are used and/or the room of the house 
in which they are used. Each category had sub-divisions that represent appliance 
components. Fig. 1 shows this categorisation and respective components. The figure 
was adapted from Essah and Ofetotse (2014) where six categories (brown, cold, 
cooking, wet, lighting, miscellaneous) were considered.  
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Energy consumption appliance categories and some of their specific 
components (Adapted from Essah and Ofetotse 2014) 
 
 
From the known categories and the data collated, electricity consumption of 
appliances was computed using Equation 1 (Essah and Ofetotse, 2014). 
  

                                              (1) 
 
 

Domestic Electric

Appliances

Television, DSTV, Games console

Hi-Fi (Radio  & Cassette player)
ENTERTAINMENT

 

Categories

Hair dryer, Hair straightener

Hair clippers, Electric toothbrush

Compact florescent lights (CFL)

Florescent tubes, Halogen bulbs

Cooker, Kettle, Freezer, Fridge/freezer

Microwave, Toaster, Food blender, Grill

Vacuum Cleaner, Iron, Tumble dryer

Mobile phones, Battery charges
COMMUNICATION (ICT)

UTILITY ROOM

PERSONAL CARE

LIGHTING

KITCHEN

 Components

OUTDOOR

HEATING AND COOLING

MISCELLANEOUS

Desktop PC, Printer, Broadband

Washing machine, Washer-dryer

Electric heater, Electric blanket

Water heater, Air condition

Lawn mower, Hedge trimmer, Electric fence

Electric gate opener, Swimming pool pump

Aquarium, Garage door opener

Sewing machine, Security alarm system
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Where:  
Ee= energy use per appliance 
Na= the number of appliances (of same kind) 
Ar= the power rating of appliances in watts, usually given on the appliance 

itself 
Hu= the duration of an appliance usage in hours per week 

 
Equation 1 is applicable to all categories of domestic appliances but for cold 
appliances, which includes refrigerators, freezers and combined fridge-freezer. This 
is because even though these appliances are in continuous use (i.e. switched on all 
the hours of the day) their compressors do not run continuously hence they do not 
draw a constant amount of power (Firth et al., 2008). In this regard, a standard usage 
that complies with manufactures’ data was used. 
 
For water heaters values from Eskom (n.d.) were used. According to Eskom (n.d.)  if 
a 150 litres geyser is switched off for 15 hours a day, assuming it is set to 60  ,  it 
will use an estimated 238 kWh of electricity over a month while a geyser that is kept 
on all day everyday (at the same temperature) uses approximately 342 kWh of 
energy a month. Therefore, as it would be expected a geyser that it kept on all day 
will use more energy than one that is switched off for extended periods in a day 
Eskom (n.d.). To determine how much energy a geyser would use, a simple Equation 
2 for geysers that are turned off and Equation 3 for those that are kept on all day 
were used. 
 
                                                                                     (2) 
                                                                                     (3) 
 
 
Where x and z are the energy consumption values in kWh to be computed while y 
and q are 100, 150 or 250 litres depending on the capacity to be computed. 
 
Assumptions 

Due to the lack of data on energy consumption and household occupancy in 
Botswana, it is necessary to make assumptions for some scenarios. These were: 
 

 Holidays and weekend load profiles are equalised to those for the weekdays 
for calculation simplicity  

 Household would not change the stock of their energy using equipment 
during the year under investigation. 

 Efficiency of appliances were not considered when carrying out the 
calculations 

 All water heaters (geysers) are assumed to have a set temperature of 60 . 
Increasing the thermostat temperature increases energy consumption. For 
example increasing the thermostat temperature from 60   to 70  will 
increase energy consumption by 5%. 

 
4.2 Household Electricity Consumption Measurements  

In addition to questionnaire survey, the electricity usage in two homes was monitored 
using current cost monitoring devices (EnviR monitor and Individual Appliance 
Monitors (IAMs)). The monitoring was to determine the appliances component of the 
house energy consumption, the variability in their consumption and their usage 
profile as a function of time and to understand the possible challenges that would be 
encountered when monitoring is rolled out on a larger scale.  
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The EnviR monitor in conjunction with individual appliance monitors (IAMs) is able to 
monitor up to nine individual appliances in a household with the tenth channel 
logging the energy consumption of the whole house. In the case of this study, hourly 
energy consumption of the whole house and six individual appliances were 
measured over just less than three weeks during a hot December month 2013. 

         

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2: Energy consumption monitoring set up  
(a) meter box with the measuring instruments  
(b) Electric fence and gate motor 
 
Fig. 2a shows a typical meter box in Botswana with the current cost S² transmitter 
and current transducer (CT) jaw clipped on to the meter to measure whole house 
energy use. An illustration of one of the appliances plugged into the IAMs is shown in 
Fig. 2b. One significant hurdle that was worth overcoming was the wall sockets. 
Households in Botswana use the type M plug (which has three round pins in a 
triangular pat tern) and the type G electrical plug (which has three rectangular blades 
in a triangular pattern) concurrently. Nonetheless, the majority of households are now 
changing most if not all their socket plugs to type M to fit most appliances. Therefore, 
for the monitoring to take place two socket adaptors were required as indicated in 
Fig. 2b. It would be noted that monitoring took place over a hot December month 
hence it would be worth conducting measurements during a cold winter month to 
compare differences (if any) in usage profiles. For this study, since only two houses 
were monitored, no conclusions can be drawn from these measurements results; 
however, the results do reflect what was observed from the questionnaires. 
Significantly, it demonstrates that with more data, effective conclusions would be 
deduced from the study. 
 
 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Demographic Variables 

The demography of the 275 sampled homes is shown in Table 1. The data gathered 
included the type of building, number of bedrooms, number of occupants, ages, 
gender and employment status. The observations made in this study are reflective of 
the 2011 census results for Gaborone (CSO, 2011) nevertheless; the argument still 
stands whether the sample size of 275 is representative. The observations also 

Current 
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inform the ongoing study where the sample size is envisaged to grow. For example, 
about 75% of the population in Gaborone is aged between 14 - 64 years, while about 
20% are between 0-14 years and less than 5% is 65+. There were more people 
within the 14 - 64 age range in the study and less people in the other age brackets 
more so the 65+ age which had 15 people. There were more detached houses than 
other house types which is reflective of the 49% detached houses in Gaborone 
(CSO, 2011). The larger number of people in full time employment is reflective of the 
more people in the working class age bracket in this study as well as from the 2011 
census. Considering the fact that there were more 5 and 6+ person households from 
this survey, it cannot be inferred how this compares with census results since the 
census does not provide details of such information for Gaborone. There were more 
three-bedroom households than other categories as with the number of people in a 
house this cannot be inferred from the census results. Other demographic variations 
such as area of the house and income of the household though were part of the 
survey have not been included in this study because of the sensitivity of the data 
gathered.  
 
To manage the effect of the multivariate on the analyses, it would be noted that for 
this study household size and energy consumption were the two variables being 
analysed with a view to engage with other variables in future analysis.  Although 
analysis was based on household size, all other demographic variables, also 
significantly influence energy consumption in households as supported by Tso and 
Yau (2003); O’Deherty et al (2008); Yohanis et al. (2008); McLoughlin et al. (2012). 
Therefore, going forward the influence of other demographic variables as well as 
behavioral characteristics on energy consumption of Gaborone households will be 
factored into the analyses. 
 
    Table 1: A summary of demographic characteristics of the surveyed households 

 GABORONE 

AGE   

0-6 185 
7-18  277 
19-35 358 
36-64 365 
65+ 15 

All ages 1200 

GENDER   

Male 538 
Female 662 

All genders 1200 

OCCUPATION   
Student 404 

Pre-school 108 
Part time 85 

Full time employment 388 
Unemployed 62 

Homemaker/ Nanny 62 
Retired 31 
Other 60 

Total number of occupants 1200 

HOUSEHOLD TYPE   
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 GABORONE 

Mixed 0 
Traditional 0 
Detached 150 

Semi-detached 31 
Town house 72 
Apartment 11 

Part of a commercial building 0 
Mobile home 0 

Shack 0 
Rooms only 11 

Total number of households 275 

HOUSEHOLD SIZE   
1 26 
2 30 
3 32 
4 37 
5 75 
6+ 75 

All household sizes 275 

NUMBER OF BEDROOMS   

1 19 
2 26 
3 196 
4 26 
5 8 
6+ 0 

Total number of households 275 

 

5.2 Household Energy Consumption 

The energy consumption results from the questionnaire are presented in this section. 
Considering the multivariate strands, a hierarchy cluster method using the Matlab 
platform was developed. The hierarchy method clustered the households by 
household size and their total yearly energy consumption. Hence, the two key 
variants: household size and total energy consumption were further analysed in the 
study.  Fig. 3 shows the distribution of annual energy consumption per household 
category obtained from 275 surveyed houses. The categories for household sizes 
range from single person household to household sizes with six persons or more. 
There were more 5 and 6+ households from the survey results hence their distribution 
range is wider. From the scatter plots in Fig. 3, it is obvious that the number of people 
in a house influences the amount of energy used. Energy values increased with the 
number of people in a household; 1-person households had the lowest energy 
consumption values, followed by 2-person, 3-person and 4-person. This conforms to 
patterns identified in studies by Yohanis (2012) who stated that there is a consensus 
that the number of people in households influences energy consumption that is, the 
more people there are the more energy would be consumed. Nevertheless, it was 
interesting to note that the households with more people (6+ persons) did not 
necessarily use more energy (Fig. 3), 5 person households seemed to have higher 
consumption values than 6+ person households which led to their average being 
higher (7468 kWh) than that of 6+ households (6473 kWh) as observed in Table 2. 
This can be explained by the fact that the number of people in a house is not a stand-
alone factor in energy consumption. A household may have 6+ people who are all in 
full time employment which means during hours when a house is not occupied 
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energy consumption is very low. Likewise, if a household has four people all 
spending most days at home energy use is likely to be high. Other factors that play a 
part are the type and number of appliances available in a house (see Section 5.3). 
 

 
                  Fig 3: Energy consumption per household category 

 
Using the clustered variants and SPSS (a statistical package), a statistical analysis of 
the results was performed. Many statistics inferences require that a distribution be 
normal or nearly normal. A normal distribution has skewness and excess kurtosis of 
0, so if the distribution is close to those values then it is probably close to normal. As 
would be seen in Table 2, the skewness is between 0.2 - 0.5 but for the 5 person 
household which is close to normal (0.09). This range illustrates the fact that the 
results are not close to normal affirming the varied range of energy usage observed 
in Fig 3 and Fig 4. 
 
Table 2: Summary statistics results considering clustered variants of energy use and 
household sizes  

Statistics 

  
1 

Person 
2 Person 3 Person 4 Person 5 Person 6+ Person 

N 26 30 32 37 75 75 

Mean (kWh) 2987 4277 4999 6692 7468 6473 
Std. Error of Mean 294 245 69 286 165 178 
Std. Deviation 1497 1341 391 1740 1432 1544 
Skewness 0.25 -0.33 -0.76 -0.47 0.09 0.65 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 0.46 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.28 0.28 
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Minimum (kWh) 1261 1666 3879 2965 4555 3777 
Maximum (kWh) 5660 6495 5679 9486 11370 10940 
Sum (kWh) 77654 128308 159958 247612 560067 485457 

 
For a detailed investigation of the variation in energy use per household, Fig.4 
illustrates the distribution patterns that were obtained from the SPSS analyses 
(summary in Table 2). As with Fig 3, Fig 4 also shows the influence of household size 
on energy use. 1-person households’ energy distribution was between 1000 kWh and 
6000 kWh per annum, 2-person households range between 1500 kWh and 6500 
kWh. Although the mean energy consumption for three person households is higher 
than the 1 and 2 persons their range was within the limits and not extremely different. 
For example, the highest energy consumption was 5679 kWh whereas some 2-
person households had a consumption of 6495 kWh. The consumption range 
increased for four and five person households but was observed to be lower for 6+ 
houses. This indicates that although it is expected that the more people in a house 
the more energy consumption there would be, it is not always the case due to factors 
mentioned above.  
 
Significantly, the survey results demonstrate that, the average energy consumptions 
per households for all the 275 households is representative of other countries. The 
average energy consumption for Gaborone based on this study is 5482 kWh, which 
falls within UK values (4170kWh) according to DECC (2014). The Botswana value is 
higher than UK because the UK value is at a national level while the Gaborone one is 
at a city level with a small sample size. Therefore, it is expected that with the 
increase in sample size that average consumption value would decrease and the 
average energy consumption can be stated accurately. 
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Fig 4: Energy consumption frequencies per household type
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5.3 Domestic Appliances  

Generally, the increase in electricity consumption within households is partly due to 
the type of appliances present in the household and how they are used. Some 
appliances use less than a kilowatt hour per day while others use several kilowatts a 
day. Nonetheless, appliance usage in general results in large demands of electricity. 
When demands from several appliances occur at the same time they can produce a 
peak demand of several kilowatt hours (Wood and Newborough, 2003). It is hence 
necessary to identify the appliances that cause the largest and the lowest peaks in 
demand within the home and their drivers in efforts to make informed decisions with 
regard to energy consumption reduction and load shifting.  
 
5.3.1 Appliance ownership 

The number and type of appliances present in a household influence the overall 
amount of energy a household uses. Fig. 5 shows a summary of appliances and their 
ownership levels based of 275 households of this study. The appliances indicated in 
the figure are not all appliances that were part of the survey, only those appliances 
with significant ownership level and energy consumption have been indicated. It can 
be deduced that there are necessary appliances for day-to-day living comfort such as 
television sets, cell phones and refrigerators. As it can be observed from Fig.5 these 
are in high possessions than other appliances. Households may possess multiples of 
one appliance although this has not been indicated in Fig.5. The total number of 
appliances present in households ranged from 9 to 40 excluding lighting. Lights are 
in greater possession in households. Nonetheless, not all the lights are used every 
day but are only used when required. Therefore, even if a household possesses a 
high number of lights it does not necessarily mean that its energy consumption will 
be higher. 

 
Fig 5: Ownership of appliances in surveyed households 
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5.3.2 Appliance Energy Consumption 
Fig.6 shows the percentage consumption of different appliance categories as a proportion of 
the mean energy consumption for each household category. It can be observed that heating, 
cooling and domestic hot water (DHW) contributes to more than a third of energy 
consumption for each household category. This includes portable heaters, fans, air 
conditioning and geysers as shown on Fig.5. According to Eskom (n.d), geysers are 
responsible for 30-50% percentage of energy usage in the home. This study supports this as 
more than 75% of the heating, cooling and DHW was made up of consumption from 
geysers. This was followed by air conditioning. However, because the ownership of air 
conditioning was low (30%) the overall energy consumption was low compared to geysers. 
Kitchen appliances also contribute significantly to energy consumption in the home. Energy 
consumption and ownership of personal care devices is almost negligible. Energy 
consumption and ownership of miscellaneous and outdoor appliances is also very low. 
These categories included security alarms, sewing machines, hair dryer, hair clipper, lawn 
mower, hedge trimmer, which are not the most popular appliances in the home their 
ownership levels ranged between 0.5 - 5%. 
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Fig 6: Propotion of energy consumption per end use category 
 

5.3.3 Appliance Energy Monitoring 
 
Energy monitoring of specific appliances was carried out, the results of which are 
illustrated in Fig 7 and 8. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show ownership of appliances and the 
share of consumption over the monitoring period. Other appliances seem to account 
for a larger proportion of energy consumption in both households. These include 
cookers, lighting, hot water geyser, washing machines, phone chargers and all other 
appliances that were not measured. Some of the appliances like geysers and 
cookers could not be plugged into IAMs since they are hardwired making it difficult to 
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House 1 

House 2 

accurately measure how much energy they use over a period or to derive their 
energy usage profiles. Consequently, clamp on devices are currently being explored 
in the ongoing research for such appliances energy consumption to be accurately 
measured. From Fig 6 it was observed that heating, cooling and DHW make up a 
large amount of energy consumption in the home therefore, it can be inferred that 
they constitute the majority of energy consumption of other appliances in Fig 7. 
 
From Fig 7, it can be observed that no two households can exhibit the same 
consumption profiles even if they have similar characteristics. For example both 
monitored houses were 5 person households with two adults in full time employment, 
two school going children and a nanny. The households also had the same type of 
house (detached) and similar type of appliances. This is to be expected and 
attributable to many factors that include economic and behavioural factors, which are 
unique to each household and not discussed in this study. These differences affect 
use of appliances hence energy in households. It is therefore important that the 
differences in these factors are considered when analysing and making comparisons 
of energy consumption. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: Share of energy consumption by appliance type for house 1 and 2 
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Due to the fact that some of the monitoring took place in December, the consumption 
of appliances in these households may not be representative of typical weeks. More 
TV was watched that is, close to 15% of the total energy consumption for 2 TVs per 
house, which could be because occupants spend most of the day at home and could 
stay late watching TV. The fridge consumption was significantly high (9%) which 
could be because a lot of meal preparation was carried out during the December 
month which is not representative of the rate at which meal preparation will  take 
place during other months. In December the household composition of most houses 
change, activities also vary compared to other times of the year hence no stable 
pattern of consumption can be established. In addition, two household do not provide 
a general overview of usage profiles in all households of the city. However, they do 
form a base to identify and in some instances understand the complexities and 
variables that are associated with monitoring household energy use in Botswana, a 
country without basic data on energy use. 
 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Almost a third of the energy in Botswana is consumed by the domestic sector. This 
consumption depends on a number of interrelated engineering and human 
behavioural factors. There are two broad issues to be addressed: the first is to 
improve the efficiency of energy generation and reduce the energy consumed by 
electrical and mechanical appliances; and the second is to change the energy 
behaviour of householders. The results presented in this study although involved a 
relatively small number of dwellings provide a fundamental base to assess energy 
consumption in the Botswana households.  From this study, key areas of energy 
consumption in the home were evident and presented in the following conclusions. 
 
 

 Energy consumption increases with the number of people in a house although 
this is not always the case. Some households with more people do not 
necessarily use more energy even though literature suggests that the more 
people there are in a house the more energy would be used. The result is 
interesting and less compliant with literature. From this it can be concluded 
that number of people in a households may not necessarily be an indicator, 
(in isolated conditions) to determine energy consumption of a household. 
Other factors such as ownership and use of appliances play a fundamental 
role.  

 Energy consumption for heating, cooling and DHW make up more than a third 
of energy consumed in Botswana households as evident in this study. This 
information is significant in efforts to encourage consumers to reduce their 
energy use. 

 Households exhibit different energy profiles due to lifestyles and appliance 
ownership that are unique to every household. 

From the study, the results presented give a valuable base for identifying energy load 
profiles over different seasons. However, since the study is an initial study to 
understand energy use in Botswana households it would not be wise to draw 
sweeping conclusions from the analysis or to make strong statements concerning 
policies to reduce energy consumption in households. The study does however, 
support observations made by other authors that there is a growing demand for 
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electricity in the domestic sector that warrants attention. The results presented in this 
study also helped indicate that understanding the characteristics of households and 
their appliance usage are a useful area that when addressed can help influence 
energy conservation to reduce the acute power shortage that Botswana is currently 
facing. It also came to light that the combination of measured data with quantitative 
data surveys of appliance ownership such as in the study helps in understanding the 
drivers of appliance usage. As it is an initial study to understand energy use in 
Botswana, it is understandable that more data is required for authors to find a general 
energy consumption pattern. The ongoing research will further expand on this study to 
improve the current understanding of electricity consumption in Botswana households 
and to identify the trends in consumption of different end use groups.  
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Thank you very much for your overwhelming response to the 
call for papers for the issue in February/March 2015. 
 
The next issue of TMC Academic Journal will be published in 
August/September 2015. We invite contributors to submit your 
original and unpublished research articles, book reviews and 
reflections in any fields of Business, Mass Communication, 
Hospitality and Tourism, Psychology and Information 
Technology for publication in TMC Academic Journal by the 
due date. All submissions are subjected to a stringent double-
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http://www.tmc.edu.sg/index.php/tmc-academic-journal>. 
Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information on 
paper submission. 
        
We look forward to receiving your manuscripts. 
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